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Abstract 
Statistics reveal that First Nations students in British Columbia have lower school completion 
rates. First Nations students are becoming lost in the current curriculum and one remedy may 
be to offer them a more culturally relevant curriculum. In this study, I have developed a 
Gitxsan seasonal curriculum resource based on the traditional teachings of Elders and 
knowledge holders as informants. I have worked with five Gitxsan community members 
chosen for their excellence in traditional knowledge to compile information accessible to 
First Nations and non-First Nations teachers. I have participated in traditional activities with 
my informants and recorded informal teaching conversations as content for the resource. The 
completed resource book corresponds to prescribed learning outcomes for BC schools. I 
envision that First Nations students whose teachers use this resource will have the best of 
both worlds, gaining pride in their past and who they are as First Nations people as well as a 
more confident understanding of where they belong in modern society. 
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Chapter I 
The Best of Both World's: A Gitxsan Seasonal Curriculum 
Since time immemorial the way of our people, my Gitxsan community, was to teach 
the traditional seasonal rounds to our children - the knowledge and practice of how, where, 
and when to gather and prepare the foods and other materials that supported us. Survival 
depended on teaching our children the ways of the Gitxsan. After colonization these old ways 
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have started to disappear and soon they may become non-existent. Sometimes our children 
are ashamed of who they are and unaware of their strong history and culture. We, as Gitxsan 
people, are beginning to lose our identity and are walking down the road of full assimilation 
into the European world. We will need to fight to get back our spiritual identity and our 
awareness of the roots that have stretched back hundreds of years. My contribution will be to 
encourage the teaching of our traditional seasonal rounds and begin to merge the European 
and Gitxsan worlds to create the best of both worlds for our children as students. As a 
Gitxsan person, teacher, and aspiring leader in the education field, I believe that our culture is 
the key to our children' s success. We will need to be able to connect our children to the land 
so they are able to become stewards or protectors of our land, language, and culture to ensure 
survival (Adelzedeh, 20 12). 
A traditional Gitxsan story tells of the origin of the importance of learning about 
seasonal rounds, respecting mother earth and learning to help one another because learning 
about the entire process was very important to our people; the story was about survival and 
passing information onto our children. The story explains that when the Gitxsan people 
began to live in our area the children were not taught how to respect mother earth and the 
gifts that she had to offer. All the children were lured away from their village and taken to 
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another place and there they learned how to survive and respect their surroundings. This story 
emphasizes the importance of seasonal rounds as preparation for the coming months. 
Everyone was held accountable for a share of the responsibilities in order for the group to 
survive. Children were important because all the lessons and traditional teachings were 
passed onto them. Children were always included in the process because at such a young age 
their minds were pliable and easy to teach. Elders and the ability to pass traditional 
knowledge, culture and language onto the generations to come will be the key to sustaining 
the culture of our people (Drywater White-Killer, 2006). 
Today, the Gitxsan seasonal rounds could be taught in school for the benefit of all 
children. A place-based, experiential curriculum will honour the way that First Nations 
people traditionally taught their children (learning by doing) and it maybe a beneficial 
approach to learning for any child, as supported by Friesen and Friesen (2002). Teaching 
about First Nations people will also bring cultural awareness into the classroom. There are so 
many stereotypes of First Nations people and a seasonal curriculum may counteract the 
negativity with which some non-Aboriginals view Gitxsan people and culture. 
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A focus question for the design of a Gitxsan seasonal curriculum will be: What 
important knowledge ofGitxsan Seasonal rounds should be included in an elementary school 
curriculum and how should it be taught? 
This overall question can be divided as follows : 
• What topics or lessons/teachings should be included in the 
curriculum? 
• How should the content be presented to encourage student engagement 
and learning? 
Significance 
With a history of First Nations people that is bleak and devastating, Godlewska, 
Moore, Bednasek (20 1 0), teachers need curriculum resources that will enable Gitxsan and 
other First Nation children to grasp a history that they can be proud of. This teaching 
resource will allow children to see that there are Elders and teachers that still have the 
traditional knowledge and want to pass their knowledge to the generations to come. I believe 
that if we do not write down the information that our Elders have stored away in their 
memory, it could be lost forever. We may think that our Elders will be there forever but they 
are not a renewable natural resource: we may only have a few more years to learn from 
Elders who have lived a traditional lifestyle on the land. I am fortunate to have Elders who 
have this knowledge and who are still able to teach me, not just with words but by sharing 
their work on the land with me. I feel a great responsibility to record what these Elders 
know, so that it can be shared with a wider audience. I believe that compiling important 
cultural teachings from Gitxsan Elders in a resource book will be an important tool for 
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helping students gain an appreciation of the past and move towards a future that includes the 
best of the European and Aboriginal worlds. 
The resource book that I have designed is one way that traditional Gitxsan knowledge 
can be recorded, aligned with the British Columbia curricula, and made available to be taught 
in schools. This resource book was designed to provide a foundation for students to learn 
their traditional ways and to learn the importance of their history and culture. The sense of 
pride that we have in our culture, language, and teachings needs to be brought back to our 
children because it is being lost. Children need to understand their cultural identity to see 
where they fit into the world today. I believe that this teaching resource can be used by 
teachers to help their students ground themselves. My vision is for this resource to be 
available to all teachers in British Columbia because there are many Gitxsan children and 
teachers in British Columbia, in independent schools, public school districts, or First Nation 
schools, and this resource may strengthen their knowledge of traditional Gitxsan teachings. 
Gitxsan children will be able to learn about about their culture, which may enable them to 
become stronger and healthier First Nations people ready to address the negative stereotypes 
that plague our communities. 
Background of the Project 
I have always been interested in my culture and language but as soon as I graduated 
from high school I left home, so I have not been able to immerse myself in our teachings as 
much as I would like. This study has allowed me to ground myself and reacquaint myself 
with my past and embrace a leadership role in cultural revitalization to realize the vision of 
culture in the classroom (Pinson, 201 0). The idea of developing a Gitxsan Seasonal 
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Curriculum came from a conversation in the staff room at the Aboriginal Choice School in 
Prince George, a city in central British Columbia. I was listening to primary teachers talk to 
one another about how First Nations culture needs to be integrated into the school's 
curriculum (La France, 2000), in their classrooms in particular. It appeared that the ideas did 
not get past the discussion stage for these teachers, possibly due to a lack of time and a 
scarcity of resources readily available in the school district. One of the teachers, who was 
also Gitxsan, suggested teaching students the traditional seasonal rounds of First Nations 
people but the other teachers did not appear knowledgeable about the topic and no one 
responded to her suggestion. I realized then that there are few, if any resources available for 
teachers on First Nations ' seasonal rounds, and it was very unlikely that there were any 
resources specific to Gitxsan traditions. That was when the seed of the idea for this study was 
planted and began to grow in my mind. Since then, I have been refining my ideas and talking 
to my parents, the Elders that I know best, about the idea. I have also confirmed that 
Aboriginal and other scholars advocate for a culturally relevant curriculum for minority 
students (Archibald, 2011) and that similar work has been done with Elders from other 
communities (Archibald, 2011). 
Personal Location 
My Gitxsan name is Yaga Gibuu, and my English name is Crystal Tom. I am from the 
Frog clan, the House ofHaiwaas, and I am from the Gitxsan First Nation. I have also been 
adopted into the Mohutukleyut family of the Hesquiaht First Nations through marriage. My 
husband is the son of a chief and my Indian name in that community is Ami ha uksup. I have 
come from a lineage of chiefs on my mother's side and on my father's side. I have been 
raised as a chief's daughter; I have been taught to show respect to others and to think before I 
speak, so that I do not harm or insult anyone with my words. I have been taught to think of 
others before myself and to feed people when there is a gathering. I have been taught to 
include everyone when there is something to be shared, be it food or information. 
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There are so many traditional teachings that seem second nature to me that I do not 
even realize I am living and modeling them. This practice and modeling of traditional ways 
occurs frequently in the classroom when I am teaching. When children are angry or cannot 
focus on their task I ask myself if they are tired or hungry and I see to these needs. I try to 
have an entire picture of the child before deciding about what actions I will take. My cultural 
upbringing comes into play at all times in the classroom. I try to include families and the gifts 
that they have to offer in the classroom. My classroom has always been and always will be a 
welcoming place for people to come. This is how I was taught and I will honour these 
teachings. However, I must acknowledge that the traditional knowledge I will share in this 
project is strictly from my point ofview and from that of my immediate family and study 
informants or Elders and knowledge holders. I am aware that there are various traditions for 
gathering and hunting, even within the Gitxsan community. However, the curriculum that I 
have developed focuses on the ways that I have been taught. 
I come from the Village ofKispiox, which is located at the confluence of the Kispiox 
and Skeena Rivers. Our village is made up of two traditional villages. One is Gisgegas, home 
to people of the small white gulls and the other is Kuldo 'o, home to people of the wilderness 
(Rigsby, 1986), these two villages are further up the Skeena and Babine Rivers. I had the 
luxury of growing up with both of my parents as well as my grandparents and extended 
family members. I had a rich and strong cultural foundation and I also knew, from the time I 
was 12 years old, that I wanted to become a teacher to follow in my aunt's footsteps. I have 
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a Bachelor of Arts degree and a Bachelor of Education from the University of Victoria. I am 
currently a graduate student in the School of Education at the University ofNorthem British 
Columbia. After teaching for six years with the last two years in Teacher/ Administrator roles, 
I knew that I wanted to further develop my leadership potential through education. 
One of my main goals as an educator and a First Nations person is to inspire the 
younger generations to do more than the generations before them regarding the environment 
and education. My goal is to inspire students to reach for a new level of academic 
understanding while they maintain pride in their heritage as First Nations people. I believe 
that the next generations must understand that we, as First Nations people, have to take the 
best of the European World and find ways to integrate them with our First Nations beliefs 
and teachings. For most, it is not possible to go back into the past and live off the land as we 
once did. However, we can find ways to benefit from the education that is available today, to 
strengthen us and create a more promising future. It will be up to the generations to come to 
pass the information onto the next through the new tools that they have acquired through this 
learning model, supported by Stairs (1995). My hopes are that this study will help to move 
Gitxsan and other Aboriginal or Indigenous people toward the dream of honoring their past 
and moving forward with a stronger sense of who they were and who they are going to be. 
Overview of the Study 
As an educator I believe that incorporating First Nations heritage into classroom 
curricula is important. I had the privilege of teaching in a school operated by a First Nation, 
where I had the freedom to plan my curriculum and involve the surrounding community to 
ensure the school 's mission to develop a strong language and culture program was enacted 
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daily in the curriculum. This is the culturally responsive approach that I have lived and 
breathed as an educator for six years. However, my subsequent work in an Aboriginal Choice 
school contributed to my belief that the existing provincial curriculum offers insufficient 
resources to support First Nations teachings in British Columbia classrooms. Some 
information may be available in textbooks and on the internet about First Nations beliefs and 
how to teach them but given the reality of teachers' busy lives, planning new units and 
aligning them with prescribed provincial outcomes is not a likely reality. My hope for the 
curriculum resource I have developed is that it will become accessible for immediate use by 
British Columbia teachers. As First Nations educators, we are also tom between the two 
worlds that we live in, European and First Nations, and which to teach for the greatest benefit 
for students. Like Cajete and Battiste (2000), I believe that the two worlds can be integrated 
so that students can be prepared for both lives that they lead (Cajete & Battiste, 2000). 
I cannot speak for other First Nations and their traditional beliefs and teachings but I 
can speak confidently from my family's point of view, due to my traditional Gitxsan 
upbringing and the wisdom of the Elders and knowledge keepers that has been shared with 
me prior to and during this study. The Gitxsan seasonal curriculum or teachers' resource 
book includes traditional teachings and beliefs from my standpoint as an educator and as a 
Gitxsan woman. I have explained and developed activities to help children become familiar 
with the traditional Gitxsan seasonal rounds and the activities and teachings that occur in 
each season. Within each season there are topics or themes that divide the teachings. Each 
teaching includes the past and a more current explanation. Each teaching is written in English 
on one side and in Gitxsan on the other, so significance will not be lost in translation and to 
make the resource useful to language teachers. Each teaching is aligned with Prescribed 
Learning Outcomes (PLO's) that teachers can refer to in their planning. 
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This resource book will be a legacy. It will have family histories that will be recorded 
and acknowledged as sacred and treasured by our people. I envision for the future of our 
people, First Nations people, that others will use this traditional resource book as a guide or 
framework so your family can do the same, build a Seasonal Curriculum with the Best of 
Both Worlds ' in mind for the future of our people, for our children. 
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Chapter II 
Literature Review: First Nations Cultural Teachings in the Classroom 
I will draw upon indigenous and non-indigenous scholars, and the written traditions of 
scholarship and oral traditions of my people to support my overall design of a Gitxsan 
seasonal curriculum. My First Nations heritage and traditional upbringing has always 
allowed me to incorporate culture into my classroom teaching. My students have developed a 
sense of pride and identity that came from knowing who they were, where they came from 
and the gifts that they have within them. The First Nation or Band that I worked for was 
adamant about having their culture and language as a core of the curriculum and so I was 
encouraged to teach this way. I am also aware of the statistics that plague First Nations 
people regarding graduation rates and dropout rates as being the highest in Canada. What the 
majority of Canadians may not be aware of the contributing factors to these statistics. There 
have been atrocities been committed against First Nations people since contact because there 
has always been an alternative motive from what was agreed upon between Euro Canadian 
men with power and prestige and First Nations people, this has led to mistrust. The ordeals 
that First Nations people have had to endure over the centuries are appalling and what we 
still endure in education is something that I will put into question in this literature review. 
There are programs that are out there that include a First Nations culture in the program and 
within the curriculum. It is important to look at these programs as a starting point because the 
educational curriculum that we have in place is not working based on the statistics of First 
Nations graduation rates. 
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First Nations Students Finding Their Identity 
For centuries First Nations people have been invisible in mainstream Canadian society 
and we are finally finding our voice, (Whattam, 2003), to speak out on atrocities that have 
been allowed within our "free" country of Canada. To contribute to the healing process, it is 
important for educators to teach the truth about the oppression and marginalization that has 
occurred and that is still happening to First Nations people. In today's society First Nations 
students are left to find their way through a complex society of European and First Nations 
beliefs. To try to find their identity and where they belong, and many of them are lost 
(Friedel, 2011 ). First Nations and European beliefs are too different to try to combine into 
one integrated whole, (Van Hamme, 1995); we need to be able to take parts from both beliefs 
to make the best possible combination for our students to succeed. Van Hamme has also 
explained that educators must be able to teach with acknowledgement ofthe beliefs and 
values of First Nations traditions, incorporate culture into classroom activities, and showcase 
how First Nations today have made contributions in our society. I believe that an educational 
curriculum rich in First Nations culture will allow for our children who are lost to find who 
they are supposed to be. According to Demmert and Towner (2003), language and culture 
play a key role in educational success and it builds the overall characteristics that are 
important for educational success. Incorporating First Nations culture in the classroom may 
allow for all types of learners to be engaged. However, a study done by Rasmussen, Baydala 
and Sherman (2004) states that the majority of First Nations students are visual and spatial 
learners, who learn by doing. Thus, the curriculum that I have designed will provide activities 
that address that learning style. 
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The best teachers show personal warmth and high expectations, (Kleinfeld, 1972). I truly 
believe that I demonstrated these qualities in my teaching style because, as a First Nations 
person myself, I wanted and expected the best for these children. My own success has taught 
me that it is possible for First Nations children to access and contribute to the best of both 
worlds. My expectations for my students was always high because as First Nations people it 
seems like we have to fight extra hard for what we want because of the barriers that exist 
because of stereotypes. I believe that my students were already disadvantaged in the world by 
being First Nations I did not want education to stand in their way as well, especially ifl could 
help. 
I am writing this literature review with regards to the average teacher, non-native, 
because there will be a challenge in front of them to incorporate First Nations culture into 
their classroom and be able to teach them the rich culture and identity that they have within 
themselves, (Maina, 1997). The British Columbia curriculum has an outline for educators to 
follow for cultural awareness and teaching about current First Nations people. On a day to 
day basis it is up to the teacher in the classroom how much emphasis is given to each part of 
the curriculum. 
Banks' (1989) has described a continuum ofteachers' engagement with cultural teachings 
that includes: (a) an emphasis on contributions, (b) an additive approach, (c) a 
transformational approach, and (d) a social action orientation. In the first of these categories 
teachers focus on teaching how each First Nations group has contributed to Canadian society. 
They look at a group of First Nations people and describe how they have contributed to the 
Canadian society. This approach is general in nature and only looks at the big picture, there is 
little in depth knowledge. 
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In the additive approach content, concepts, and perspectives from First Nations culture are 
added but the orientation remains largely Eurocentric. Students are introduced to a First 
Nations group from a European viewpoint. There is no significant change to the curriculum. 
In the transformational approach, the curriculum is taught from a multicultural perspective. 
Students experience a First Nations perspective and are able to immerse themselves in the 
everyday culture of the people. The social action approach is based on the transformational 
approach and students are encouraged to take action for social change. Students get to know 
the First Nations group well enough that they generally want to help change and better the 
environment. The students become advocates for change. 
Identifying these different teaching approaches may be helpful, However, other 
authors such as Philips ( 1983) have stated that although studies have indicated that First 
Nations students learn a different way and will thrive when taught more traditionally, over all 
we do not know how to teach this way in the classrooms of today, (Philips, 1983). The 
challenge then, for this study, is not just to gather the information that will be the curriculum 
content but also to present it in a way that supports a transformational or social action 
approach to teaching and the most powerful learning for students. 
Colonial History of First Nations People in Canada 
In order for the general public of Canada to understand why First Nations people are in 
such a place of hopelessness they need to understand the history of oppression that First 
Nations have struggled through. First Nations people have a long history regarding 
assimilation and education starting with the Jesuits in 1895 and their misinterpretation of the 
First Nations beliefs and values, continuing with The Royal Proclamation of 1763 and 
passing land back and forth between world powers of the time, the Indian Act of 1876 that 
said who was 'Indian' and who was not. The 'Statement of the Government of Canada on 
Indian Policy' aka The White Paper of 1969 where the Prime Minister of Canada attempted 
to rid Canada of the 'Indian' all together and make them free like other Canadians, 
Residential school and the legacy it has left behind for generations to endure and the 60's 
scoop that was also implemented by the government to take First Nations children out of 
homes and transplant them in non-native homes for their benefit, Godlewska, Moore, 
Bednasek (2010). The idea behind all of these actions was to erase what is known as the 
'Indian' and to replace it with a European ideal person that will become a quality person in 
Canadian society. Scholars within the United Nation, Battiste(2000), has considered the 
imposition of one world view onto another to be 'cultural racism' and this is what Canada 
has done to First Nations people for centuries. 
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According to Del pit ( 1995) there are 5 aspects of power within a traditional European 
classroom. Delpit's ideas about power can be applied to understand the way that First 
Nations culture and beliefs have been marginalized in Canadian society. The curriculum that 
I am proposing to design will be intended to counteract that effect and empower students 
with knowledge of their own culture. The same aspects of power were within the residential 
schools and this led to the hatred of school in general. As quoted by Stelmach (2008) "It is a 
hatred that is carried on and on throughout the families. From hearing it, they hate. They hate 
White people and what they stand for. It could have been an African priest for all they knew, 
but they hated them." This hatred and neglect of education has led to the statistics that First 
Nations people are famous for, 70% of First Nations people never graduating on reserve, 
(Engelhart, 2009) or of250 First Nations students that enter grade eight only 6 graduate from 
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high school, (Watt-Cloutier 2000). These ways of teaching are not working for First Nations 
people because there is the mistrust but also because First Nations in general have a way of 
learning that does not connect with the dominant teaching method and the statistics prove this 
fact. As described by Friedel (20 11) "What is happening today in public education might be 
best described as orale ide; ... it is not that orality disappears because of some inherent, logical 
progression, it is the processes of modern schooling actively work to kill it." The lack of First 
Nations cultural awareness in the schools today make it difficult for the stereotypes of First 
Nations people to become a thing of the past. Schools teach little if anything about First 
Nations people and the general public hears what they want in the media and fill in the blanks 
with what they know and this builds on the ignorance, Whattam (2003). With my research 
project I hope that this may help in equalizing the power struggles that happen with the 
school, students and parents. Each person will hold onto their power because they will 
contribute to their learning and to the education process. 
How to help First Nations Students in the classroom 
First Nations education is about allowing students to find out who they are and to 
renew the strength they have within themselves as First Nations children (Cajete, 2000). 
Within this idea our children must be able to understand where we have come from and 
where we want to go as First Nations people. To fully grasp why we are the way we are our 
children must be taught and understand the past to see where we need to be and how to build 
a healthier future for ourselves, they must understand that we need them to build the 
framework for their education so they will be able to teach it to their children. As quoted by 
Sheila Watt-Cloutier(2000): 
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As the challenges of life change, education must also change- or the people will tum 
to self-destruction and perish physically and/or spiritually .. . our future depends on our 
ability to create new ways to prepare our children for life, (p.144) 
One main theoretical framework that is culturally relevant to First Nations students is 
backward mapping. The students seeing the end result will allow them to visualize what is 
expected and a goal that they need to reach. The task now is to break down the end result and 
find out how to get there. Through community learning and discussion students will learn 
together how get to the end result. This is how I have designed my project; I will compile my 
information and then find the prescribed learning outcome to fit the information. This allows 
for the information to be the centre of learning and not an added piece to a curriculum. 
How to incorporate the community in education 
Some examples of traditional learning or First Nations pedagogy can include 
experiential learning, storytelling, observation, intergenerational teaching, apprenticeship and 
ritual and ceremony, Maclvor (1995). These can be incorporated into the class to benefit our 
First Nations students as well as teaching the European ways to take the best of both worlds 
so they can compete in a world that does not belong to us. As argued by the Canadian 
Council on Learning (2007) there are seven learning objectives that must be rooted in: 
language and culture; spiritually oriented; experiential in nature; holistic; community based; 
lifelong; and rooted in a combination of Aboriginal and Western knowledge. In order for 
education to be a positive influence it must reflect the values and beliefs of the people and 
incorporating these seven learning objectives the curriculum will begin to allow for our 
children to believe in their culture again. To utilize the culture and empower the community 
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there must be involvement from the parents and most importantly the elders of the 
community. Elders are the best resource that we can find; they will already know the children 
and this will also let the children see that our elders are of importance. Parents and other 
family members can also be part of the school curriculum and bring what they specialize into 
the classroom. The fear of the school and what it stood for in the past needs to change 
because the residential school era is over and we need to empower the community and allow 
them to show case their knowledge in the classroom. But the students in general need to 
know the full history of First Nations people and what we have had to overcome to be where 
we are today. 
First Nations people finding their voice 
Traditionally, First Nations would believe that if you had patience and wisdom you 
would wait and see ifthere was a way to solve the problem that arose. Today the problem is 
our education system and First Nations people have been waiting for the solutions to come 
and we are still waiting, Brant et al(2000). As shown above throughout history the trust has 
been broken with regards to the education of First Nations children. First Nations people 
have begun to voice our opinion of what is best for our children and it all started with the 
National Indian Brotherhoods response to the Government in their Indian Control of Indian 
Education or the 'Red Paper' in 1972. This document stated that First Nations people wanted 
full control over their schools with a strong sense of culture within the schools to instill pride 
in their children, Maina (1997). In 1973 there was an agreement between the Ministry of 
Indian Affairs and the National Indian Brotherhood to ratify the 'Red Paper' , this allowed for 
First Nations bands to gain control over their schools and allow for their culture to become 
part ofthe curriculum. One of the main problems in today's education system is that 
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educators do not understand where their students are coming from; in order for educators to 
fully respect their students they must know and understand the world they are living in, Van 
Hamme (1995). Getting to know your students on a personal level is going to be difficult and 
so is learning how to teach culture in the classroom but the benefits for your students 
outweighs the amount of work it will take. As stated by Deloria Jr. (1991) "There is no 
excuse for avoiding traditional ways of teaching in favor of non-Indian techniques which 
have proven themselves failures ." 
Educators also have another obstacle to overcome to help First Nations children with 
their educations. As stated by Laenui there are five phases of decolonization: 
• Rediscovery and Recovery: rediscovery of identity, land, language and culture 
• Mourning: stop being a victim and immerse themselves in culture 
• Dreaming: exploring their culture and seeing where they want to go in the future 
• Commitment: agree on where they want to move to with regards to culture 
• Action: proactive phase that is taken on by the people to move forward as a unit. 
First Nations people are at different stages of decolonization and this also needs to be 
recognized because of the history that we have had. I believe that when the National Indian 
Brotherhood stood up in 1973 that started on the Rediscovery phase and we are all working 
on the mourning phase and slowly getting into dreaming. I personally see myself as a leader 
in the last phase because I am leading others, both teachers and students to rediscover and 
recover our past and trying to see what a future would be like with culture in every classroom 
and the benefits it will have for our children. The project I will be working on will allow for 
educators to have a resource they can relate to and will be easily accessible. There are 
schools in Canada that have taken on the responsibility of teaching their students in a First 
Nations framework and have been successful. 
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With regards to success stories and the ability to fully incorporate First Nations 
culture and history into a school curriculum the Joe Duquette Highschool in Saskatoon, 
Saskatchewan has shown this growth. The educators and parents saw the statistics of their 
children and students and wanted a change. The students at Joe Duquette High school take 
part in First Nations cultural practices on a daily basis. The learning style is based on the 
sacred four directions and the medicine wheel. In order for the student to be successful they 
must be a whole person and have strengths in all parts of the medicine wheel, Regnier 
(1993). Another school district in Manitoba has also reached out to their students and started 
the Children of the Earth High School and Niji Mahkwa School. These two schools are based 
on the medicine wheel aspect as well as nurturing the academic, personal, physical, social 
and spiritual wellbeing of the child. The school curriculum is based around First Nations 
culture and does not base the culture around the curriculum; they truly honour the people this 
way, Erickson, Madak, Michel (2005). 
Universities around Canada are also seeing the value in honouring First Nations 
heritage and have begun to acknowledge this. The University of Toronto, Bichard (2006), 
University of Victoria, Wells (2010), Grant MacEwen Community College in Edmonton, 
Kim Zapf (1999), The University of British Columbia and The University of Northern British 
Columbia all have programs that help First Nations students learn to adapt to campus life 
through peer support, funds available for travel, scholarships, student centres, smudging 
ceremonies, or move to the community to offer courses, etc. These programs that have been 
implemented have proven effective in retaining First Nations students and also incorporating 
-----------------------------------------~~- - ----
their culture to make them feel welcome. These postsecondary institutions have a higher 
retention rate because they are able to honor and respect where their First Nations students 
come from and the struggles that they have faced and may still face. This same honour and 
respect needs to be shown in our public elementary and high schools to keep our younger 
children on the right path, to give them the best of both worlds. 
As a First Nations person going through the education system and teaching within it 
today becomes very uplifting because I have been able to incorporate culture and pride into 
the everyday curriculum for my students. Looking at the school districts and the Aboriginal 
Choice School in Prince George I become very disheartened by the lack of culture I saw in 
the schools here. For me teaching culture and incorporating it into my everyday teachings 
was second nature. Seeing the struggles and denials that teachers go through in the 
classrooms today to implement culture into the curriculum seems unreasonable. I hope that 
my project will be able to aid teachers into allowing active learning for their students and 
give them a sense of pride that should be there and that comes with being a First Nations 
person. 
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Chapter III 
Information Gathering and Curriculum Design Method 
I collected information regarding the Traditional Teachings of seasonal rounds of the 
Gitxsan First Nations. I gathered information for curriculum content through oral 
communication to collect my data because that is the way of our people; we transfer 
knowledge from generation to generation with oral teachings. I also used the best of both 
worlds by observing the cultural teaching, recording in writing, in photographs and my 
observations. I will be using my Master's Project to transcribe as much information as I 
possibly can to ensure that children have this information about their Gitxsan heritage. 
I have conducted a qualitative research through an auto ethnographic study. This type 
of study is when a person within a cultural group wants to study their cultural group. 
Francoise Lionnet defines auto-ethnography as a way for Aboriginal people to voice their 
opinion about the misrepresentation of their culture by previous researchers, (Reda, 2007). 
Auto ethnography research uses the researcher's observations and their reflection on the 
information being gathered from an insiders perspective. Auto ethnography allows for the 
person being interviewed to tell their story and to be just that, their story. This is how the 
lived experience information was passed down traditionally and I want to keep in close 
contact with this way of traditional teaching as I am a member of the Gitxsan First Nations 
and the research is based on cultural participation, observation and supplemented with 
informal teaching conversations. I will be observing and writing the information down and 
bringing the information back to the participant for them to review and correct any 
misunderstandings that I have made in the transcribing process. There always was 
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communication between myself and the people that I am speaking with. Nothing will be 
hidden. My questions were all culturally relevant questions, in Appendix B These questions 
will be based on traditional teaching practices of the Gitxsan people. 
Curriculum Design 
I will be using an innovative and culturally appropriate way of backward mapping, 
Wiggens & McTighe (2004) . I gathered data on Gitxsan traditions and then found the 
Prescribed Learning Outcome that matches the given data. In this way the culture will be the 
center of learning and not an additive approach. 
Traditionally First Nations culture and traditions are passed orally but in order to 
reach as many students and teachers as possible our traditions are being written down to 
create a curriculum that contains the best of both the First Nations and European worlds. The 
curriculum design will be based on the content being delivered by traditional teaching of the 
Gitxsan people and hands on learning activities. The data or information gathered will be 
written down in order to compile a resource book for elementary teachers. The resource book 
itself will be broken into four main sections: spring, summer,fall, and winter. Each season 
will include the traditional teachings of the Gitxsan related to preparations for survival in the 
winter. Themes that will run through all the topics are ceremonies, feasts, trees/plants and 
geography/genealogy/language. 
The curriculum resource gives a picture of the season and a brief explanation of what 
to expect the throughout the season. The topics discussed have a general prayer at the 
beginning to bless what is going to happen and to protect the people involved. An 
introduction is given about the topic with a European explanation, for example plant species 
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or fish description. Significance to the Gitxsan is the transcribed information from my 
knowledge holders. I want the culture and traditional teachings to be taught and nothing to be 
lost in translation, on one page there will be an explanation in English and the other page will 
be in Gitxsan. The transcribing of the Gitxsan language was written by Doris We get, fluent in 
Gitxsan language speaking and writing. Doris was taught by her mother and aunts and their 
lineage goes back to the old traditional village of Gisega'as. Writing in Gitxsan and English 
will truly show the two sides coming together, the best of both worlds. Movies were inserted 
into the writing if it applied and more information was needed. The prescribed learning 
outcomes were chosen to fit the topics. Activities and assessments were suggested that reflect 
the traditional and cultural importance of the topic given. Additional resources were also 
added if available. 
Data Collection and Interpretation 
My time with my Elders and knowledge holders took place over four months. Within 
my research project I have done an in depth study of two Gitxsan elders and two community 
members and one Gitxsan Teacher. Informal teaching conversations, example in Appendix 
C, were a source of data collection as well as cultural participation with photography and 
observations but my main source was a researcher journal. Each informal teaching 
conversation time length depended on the topic being discussed, for example the topic may 
be how to prepare half smoked salmon- this is a preparation that takes five days to do and 
this is how long the observation and cultural participation will take as well. I had informal 
teaching conversations with each person about the information that they are knowledgeable 
in and recording with a voice recorder when appropriate and transcribed later on. I wrote out 
the information that I had gathered and within a day I presented the information to my 
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knowledge holders to go over to see ifl have worded the data correctly. I then make any 
corrections needed with them face-to-face. The informal teaching conversations were done 
within the community of Kispiox where four of my participants are located or in the 
apartment where one female participant lives, I also asked where they felt more comfortable 
to conduct the informal teaching conversations. We were in the field a majority of time, 
looking at plants, trees, traps, tracks or observing animals, because this is the way of teaching 
and learning of the Gitxsan. All of the topics, except one - Mulgwas, I was in the field 
conducting informal teaching conversations with my knowledge holders . The time that I sat 
and discussed information with my knowledge holders was when I asked to confirm or ask 
for further details on a topic. I also took pictures of the tasks that we did and of the plants, 
trees and animals that we discussed and compiled movies. 
Participants 
I chose my participants because they have been taught in the traditional ways of the 
Gitxsan First Nation. Each participant learned their knowledge first hand from our elders and 
learned while doing the task at hand. Each participant has a general knowledge of the 
traditional teachings but they each have a speciality that I will be extracting from each. Each 
participant is of Gitxsan decent and has worked and lived in the traditional territories of our 
people. Each participant is recognized within the community and the feast hall as assets to 
the community and our cultural heritage. The participants have been taught traditionally and 
as well as a formal education. 
Each participant was informed of the end product and signed a consent form of 
participation. The information that they gave was from their personal knowledge and would 
not reflect the ideas or knowledge of the entire Gitxsan Nation. Kispiox Band did give their 
consent to conduct research within the village and traditional lands of the Kispiox people. 
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One of the elders is a language teacher at the Kispiox Elementary School and she also 
incorporates Gitxsan culture into her program. She is a fluent speaker of the Gitxsan 
language that she learned from her parents and she is able to write the language as well. She 
has strong roots in the village ofKispiox. Her mother was chosen for an arranged marriage 
with an older man so she would be able to learn and remember the histories of their families. 
The other Gitxsan elder is male, he has learned everything he knows from his 
grandmother and father, he has been taught in the old ways as well. Both of my participants 
are fluent speakers of the Gitxsan language. Two of the Gitxsan elders have had all the 
knowledge they have passed onto them from their parents and grandparents traditionally, on 
the land during the activity being learned. 
The other community members are both male participants. I have known both my 
whole life and have seen their traditional schooling first hand. They have learned all the 
traditional knowledge they know from their parents and their uncles. All of the information 
they know was also taught on the land or during stories. The learning process for the male 
participants started when they were as young as two years old and they are still learning 
today. They have begun teaching what they know onto their sons and helping when other 
community members want to learn about traditional trapping, hunting or fishing techniques. 
The Gitxsan teacher that I will be interviewing has a British Columbia Teaching 
certificate and is currently teaching at the Aboriginal Choice School in Prince George. She is 
very knowledgeable in the Gitxsan language (she speaks fluently), traditional dancing and 
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traditional culture. She will also be able to help with the classroom aspect of learning and 
what activities (examples like cedar bark weaving, types of fish that we get in the river, how 
to trap various animals during the winter) can be incorporated into the classroom and what 
she would personally like to see in the resource book and be beneficial to students in her 
class, which I will generalize to all students. 
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The Best of Both World ' s: A Gitxsan Seasonal Curriculum 
Resource Book for British Columbia Teachers 
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Figure 7 Picture taken from Date Creek in the Spring Photo taken by Crystal Tom April 2012 
Spring- (March, April, May) 
Within the Gitxsan territory it is spring when the first robin arrives and starts to hop 
around looking for insects. The robin is also a sign that the steelhead are in the rivers again. 
In marshy areas the first sign of skunk cabbage leaves sprouting from the ground start to 
show and this is also a sign the bears are awakening from their long winter slumber. In 
March and April parents must be careful to dress their children warm and not to be fooled by 
the warm looking sun, the winds are still cold. Elders watch the mountains for signs of fresh 
snow and which way the wind is blowing to predict the weather. The following chapter will 
cover the making of Traditional Medicine, when plants are at their most potent for healing 
powers and Traditional Storytelling. 
Trees/Plants 
Traditional Medicine (Oct-April) 
Prayer: 
Creator, Thank you for all the animals on the land, the birds that fly. 
Thank you for the trees that keep us warm and the rivers that flow. 
Thank you for the food that strengthens our bodies. 
Amen 
Sim mogit luu taa't tsim laK hagi. Niin ant amgwiitxw sa tun. Toyasa'y niin ahl tsuuts 
dipagw't ganhl yatsaxw. 
Toyasa'y niin ahl gangan lit'wit ganhl ax baahat. 
Toyasa' y niin ahl gwineex ant si dax gyathl tkamu 'um. 
Nit dim gan wilt 
Purpose of the prayer: 
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When the Gitxsan are using traditional medicine we respect our spiritual connection with the 
land. By saying a brief prayer with an offering of tobacco or sage we honour this connection. 
Introduction: 
For descriptions and botanical purposes please refer to websites 
------- -
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Devil's club 
Figures 8. 1 and 8.2 Devil ' s Club Photos taken by Crystal Tom April2012 
Git_!san name: haa'uums or 'waa'uumst 
Botanical Description: 
Please refer to websites. 
Ethnobotanical Use 
Please refer to websites. 
Significance to the Gitxsan: 
Many of the medicines that are made are passed down from generation to generation and are 
sacred to each individual family, as supported by Buhner (2006). This medicine is of that 
nature and it is asked not to be made without the aid of the Knowledge holder Doris 
Weget.The medicine that will be explained has a number of trees and plants that will be 
combined to make a drink. This medicine also has many different ailments that it can cure if 
taken in the correct dose and length of time. This medicine will clean out your stomach, thin 
your blood, strengthen your bones and rid of any colds that you may have. A person that has 
cancer, lupus, tuberculosis, or any other sickness can take this medicine to lower their risk of 
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their case worsening or may even cure the disease. The plants and trees that are used are; 
balsam tree, spruce tree, hemlock and devils club. The inner bark of all of these trees and 
plants are collected in early spring before leaves and buds come out on the plants. If picked 
after the buds come out the plants become very dangerous and unsafe to consume. When first 
starting the medicine you are to take about 1 teaspoon per day. Some of the side effects that 
you may experience are diarrhea and hunger. These will pass and soon you will feel lighter 
and have more energy. Once winter is over the Gitxsan people take this medicine for 2-4 
months to cleanse for the upcoming months of trapping and preparing for the winter. 
You will need an axe, knives, bags, leather gloves and a hatchet. It is preferred that the bark 
come from younger trees because they are more potent, but not too young because the bark 
will be too thin and will not have enough bark to boil medicine from. If the tree is too young 
you will also kill the tree. When collecting the bark from the trees rub the outer bark off a 
little to make it a bit smoother. Also collect from the side away from the sun, this side will be 
less sappy and will not harm the tree. 
Use a knife to scrap away the outer bark to get to the fleshy inside, leave the outer bark 
below the tree to thank the tree for its sacrifice. Do not take more than you need. Scrap away 
about 2 feet by one foot of the outer bark, now begin to take the inner bark off- it will be like 
peeling a potato. You should have about two hand fulls of inner bark when you are finished 
of each tree. When collecting Devils club only collect in early spring before the flowers and 
leaves start to come out on the plant. You will be able to find devils club near water- stream 
or swamp. If collected when in bloom the medicine you make will be poisonous. For your 
safety wear leather gloves when collecting devils club because of the thorns on the side of the 
plant. When selecting a plant try to pick one that is thick, this will allow you to collect only a 
few plants. If you collect thick long plants pick about 4-5 plants. When cutting the plant try 
to cut as close to the bottom as you can. Try to clean as many thorns as you can while out 
collecting plants to leave the thorns in the forest/swamp. Break the devils club along the 
natural breaks along the plant. Only peel the bark off the devils club as needed for the 
medicine otherwise it will dry out. 
Once you are home fill a large 15 litre enamel pot half full with water. Enamel pots are used 
because they do not have any added chemicals on the pot that will interfere or contaminate 
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the medicine. Add two handfuls of each type of bark to the pot and the bark of 4 pieces of 
devils club bark- peel off the outer bark with a knife like a carrot. Let this boil for 1 Y2 hours, 
the liquid in the pot will be reddish in color. Take out all the bark and fill the rest of the pot 
with water and boil again for another 1 ~ hours. While you are waiting get 1 litre jars ready. 
Once the time is up use a wire filter to filter the liquid into the jars, cover with a lid and ring 
and tum upside down, the heat will seal the jar. The medicine will stay fresh if kept in the 
jars, once opened keep in the fridge. With the amount collected there will be enough to make 
2 dozen 1 litre jars. 
Gitxsan Traditional Medicine- movie. wimp 
Translation in Gitxsan: 
Tun wila di diltsim ahl Git_!san: 
Neemji wilax't dim hogyas sun neem di ba_kto't. Lix si gyat gan t'a hlxw't dim hogyas ahl 
hal'dakxw'm gan. Amhl haldakxw t'un wilt saksinhl iihlee'e'n, tseew'n ganhl si daxgyat hli 
siib'n. 
Dim taa'hlxw's hoyis, am giixw, seeks ganhl wa'umst. Needi amhl wa'umst hla hi'leehl 
yanst. Nda mil akxwst tis bax'n wilp xwseek_ganhl xw'taayn. Am kiiyhl hobix dim aks'n 
mahle kii 'y sa. 
Ligi gibil ganuutxw ii amhl hehl gam' on. Hla hlisxw maadam nithl akshl Gitxsan xsi sa.ksinhl 
dit gamudit. 
Luu gwantxw dim sa yin dim tahlxw'n Gwildimgoot niin ahl tsii'lt, gwe'ehl, tuutsxw ganhl 
ha'gyootxw. 
Si 'mas dinhl hli daxhl maas, gina tok'nhl hli tseewit. Dim win ahl walga nit. Wats hawi jim 
tahlxw wa'umst hla hlisxw ji majagalee dit. 
Dim ho yinhl tsiilt dim 't_kaa gan neemdi hli giihl gyahlxw niin. Gas guustin sim wiis'thl 
waumst, gan dim daMyat't. 
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Dim hoyanhl enamel anjam dimjamhl haldaxwk. Luuga silkxw aks ahl anjam'n. Di mi gilba 
'on dihl mahli kii 'yhl maas. Wiihl iihlee' etxw wilajabbihl aks hla kii'y di sto'ohl ganeekxw 
ha'hluudaK' t. Hlisxhl kii'y di sto 'o, si'taahl dinhl maas. Dim luumi 't dinhl anjam ahl aks. Ii 
hotsimoo ha 'hluudaK_han kii 'y di sto 'o. 
Hlisxwhl hahluudaK' t dim luugas gat's din tsim twa 1 quart, hap di ii 'm tsinhlla dox ' t. 
Tsim kakbl hli kyik ' t luu mak't din tsim gal si ko ' osxw. 
How to use in the classroom: 
Prescribed Learning Outcomes: 
• Grade 4 
Social Studies - Human and Physical Environment: describe Aboriginal peoples' 
relationship with the land and natural resources 
• Grade 4/5 
Science- Earth and Space Science: analyze how the Aboriginal concept of 
interconnectedness of the environment is reflected in responsibility for and caretaking of 
resources 
Activity: A comparison can be done between the European explanations of the plants and 
how the Gitxsan use them. Talk to your local knowledge holder on the traditional medicines 
used in your area. Use the Movie called "Gitxsan Traditional Medicine" as an opener to your 
class to peak their interest or to finalize your unit, this can be found on Y ouTube. 
Assessment: Was the student able to explain how the Gitxsan and Europeans use the above 
plants? Was the student able to explain the importance of each plant? Was the student able to 
understand that the medicine that was being collected in the movie was not to be reproduced 
without supervision from a traditional knowledge holder, Doris Weget? 
Websites : 
http://www. for. gov. be. ca!hfd/library/ documents/treebook/yellowcedar.htrn 
http: / /bcheritage. ca/hazeltons/hellbore.htm 
Additional Resource that can be used: Traditional Herbalist Sophie Thomas 
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Geography /Genealogy /Language 
Traditional Storytelling 
Prayer: 
Creator, Thank you for all the animals on the land, the birds that fly. 
Thank you for the trees that keep us warm and the rivers that flow. 
Thank you for the food that strengthens our bodies. 
Amen 
Sim mogit luu taa't tsim la~ hagi. Niin ant amgwiitxw sa tun. Toyasa'y niin ahl tsuuts 
dipagw' t ganhl yatsaxw. 
Toyasa'y niin ahl gangan lit'wit ganhl ax baahat. 
Toyasa'y niin ahl gwineex ant si dax gyathl tkamu'um. 
Nit dim gan wilt 
Significance to the Gitxsan: 
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Legends come from the history - matriarchs tell stories to teach children not to get into 
trouble. When telling a history of the house it will be simple and they will have a moral to the 
story to ensure the history gets passed as well as the moral they want to teach, as supported 
by White (1981). Stories are told in ways to the children so they will be able to remember 
them to ensure their family histories are kept intact and remembered. Even children songs are 
kept to each house. The only way today these songs can be performed in public is by 
permission, this is our Gi~san law. 
Translation in Git~san : 
Witxw antimahlasxw ahl adawakbl wilp Gi~san. Wil yukxw suuwilaxsin dit kuba wilsilxw 
la yeehl wihl tsim wilp ganhl dim la didils dit. Luup skihl antimahlasxw mahli kii's wilp 
needi wihl mahl dit ligit 'naa, Nithl ayook' m tun. 
----------------------- -- -- -----
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Story number 1- The Log 
As Told by Doris Weget to Crystal Tom on March 24, 2012 recorded and transcribed 
Long, long ago in a Gitxsan village early in the summer. Along the Skeena River there are 
children playing along the beach, there is garbage all over. The older children were watching 
the younger ones. There are no adults in sight, all children were having fun . 
One of the younger boys became curious of what the log that was floating near the beach. He 
went over and looked it over. To his surprise there is a hole in the centre. He went in and 
once inside he could not open the door. As he was sad, more children came in; pretty soon 
most of them came in. An older boy that was doing something that distracted from watching 
over everyone. He ran all over and then as he was close to the log. He heard children 
laughing and playing. He began to look all over the log, and then he saw the centre of the log 
he slipped in, like it was made for him. Inside the log it looked like the inside of a long 
house, with a hole in the centre with a fire built in the middle. In the front of the longhouse 
were bent boxes where food or water stored. By the fire there was cooked food in the bent 
boxes. 
The older boy quietened everyone down there was too much noise. The log kept floating and 
floating. There was enough food for them to cook and eat. The children didn't know whether 
it was day or night. All of a sudden the log stopped floating. The older boy checked the door 
and it could open. Everyone arranged who they are going to watch as they piled out the older 
children with the younger ones. 
They have stopped at the unfamiliar beach. The older boy scouted out where they will go. He 
motions to the group to come; they all went over to him. They started to trot through the 
forest on a trail. 
The group had been walking for about half an hour and they see smoke coming from a 
building. The children were happy to see that. Once they got to the building, no one was 
around. They went inside the long house which has some carving of totem poles at the 
entrance. 
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They all went in and sat down close to the fire were it is warm. Fish chowder soup has been 
made which is kept close to the fire to keep warm. 
Hearing the trudging and rustle they all turned towards the entrance. Entering is an older 
women saying "I have been expecting you guys, Go ahead help yourself with the food that is 
prepared for you all. I will be talking to you as you eat." As they ate the women told them 
why they were brought there. Parents were not teaching survival, respect for themselves, 
people and things around them. 
The next day the older boys were sent out to pick roots and cedar bark. There were shown 
how to make fish traps, while the girls were told to pick soapberries and strawberries. As 
time went on, the girls were making dried soapberries, strawberries and fish. They seemed to 
make just enough for the winter. Next was the mountain sheep, groundhog and moose. Not a 
thing was thrown away. The skin and fur were made into rugs or tanned for clothes. 
Intestines were turned into things to eat or made useful. If there are any bones, they would be 
burned or put into the river. 
Once everything was done next step will be learning to trap, which the boys were taught by 
the elderly lady. She showed them, when, where, how and with what on how to trap. She 
explained it so clearly that the boys knew exactly what to do. 
One morning the elderly lady got up early cooked for all of them. She had ropes out, bent 
boxes, everything the children have made all lined up to go. 
She worked the children up and told them that they had a long way to go. 
All the children ate; they all arranged who is carrying what. The elderly lady told them to 
which trail that they will take back to their grieving parents. As it takes about a day's walk 
and over the hill, there was their village. It was getting kid of dark so they lit their torches. 
Back in the village, people were inside their long houses except for one middle age man, who 
was packing wood in. All of a sudden he heard a bunch of children singing and seeing torch 
lights coming down at a hill. He ran back and told everyone in the long house what he saw. 
Everyone went out with their torches and saw it also. There were scared that it might be 
spirits of their children. 
As the children came close they ran to their parents and hugged them. The group was tired 
from their journey and they all went to bed. The next day a feast was held to celebrate and 
tell of their adventure and lessons they learned. Up to this day the Gitxsan live their lives in 
this manner. 
Story Number 2- The Salmon 
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The winter had been long and cold. There was very little food left. The river was still 
thickly covered with ice, except where it ran quickly through the canyon. 
On each side of the canyon stood a town. In one of them lived Dawk, the chiefs son. 
Like all the people he was very hungry. 
One day he stood by the fire with his little slave boy. He was cold and hungry, but he 
knew that he was not more hungry than anybody else. All food was shared equally. 
The slave boy started crying "Oh, I am so hungry," he moaned. 
Dawk looked around the room. There was nobody there. He went to the box. He 
opened it and unfolded the fish that was inside. He took a piece from the tail and shut the box 
quickly. He was about to pass the piece of fish to the boy when his mother came in the house. 
"Aren't you ashamed of yourself?" she said. She took the fish from him and put it 
back in the box. "You are the chiefs son and here you are taking more than your share." 
Dawk said nothing. His mother went to the box to return the fish. Dawk was so 
ashamed that he crept from the house. 
He went up the river a little way to where the river rushed with no ice on it. He did 
not know how long he sat there looking at the water. He was cold, because he did not wait to 
take his warm fur cloak with him. Suddenly he heard strange sounds, the sound of a canoe 
being poled up the river by many men. Still Dawk did not look up. 
Back at the house the slave boy was very upset. 
"What's the matter," asked the chief who had just come in. 
----~------------------------------- --- ----
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"He did it for me," said the boy. "He would never have eaten it himself. Now he's run 
away." 
"Let's go and look for him at once." Said the chief. 
Dawk was still staring into the fast water. 
"There he is," said a voice, "That's the one." 
Dawk heard a bump. He looked up. He saw that a large canoe had hit the rock at the 
edge of the pool. It was a strange canoe. It shone pale and silvery in the fading light. Four 
men sat very still in the canoe. Only their silvery cloaks moved in the wind. 
One of the men stood up. "Come," he said. "Come down into the boat." 
Dawk sat still 
"Come down," said the man again. 
This time Dawk climbed down the bank and climbed into the boat. He looked back 
towards the village and saw many lights moving among the trees. He heard someone call his 
name. He sat down. He noticed there were no paddles in the canoe. The canoe glided out 
onto the river by itself. As the boat moved, the sides grew upwards, until the joined above his 
head. It dipped down and dived under the ice, like a great salmon. 
At last the canoe came to the surface. The sides came down. It was light now and 
there was no ice on the river. Dawk saw a village on the river bank. The houses had beautiful 
salmon crests on them. Many people came from the houses. 
As the canoes passed they waved and called, "Have you found the one you were 
looking for?" 
"Yes we have," replied one ofthe men. 
They passed other villages on their way to the ocean. The houses were painted with 
crests of different salmon. At each village the same question was asked and the man gave the 
same reply. 
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The canoe passed into the ocean and crossed it quickly. At last they came to an island. 
There were many canoes like it on the beach. The men took Dawk up to a large house. There 
was a spring salmon painted on the front. 
As he went in, Dawk was met by a tiny women dressed in grey fur. 
"I am uuwants 'eets, mouse women," she said. "Do you know where you are?" 
"No" said Dawk. 
"First give me the wool ornaments from your ears." 
Dawk took them off and handed them to Uuwants ' eets. She threw them into the fire. 
She watched them as they burned. Suddenly she raked the charred wool from the flames and 
ate it. 
"Now," she said "the spring salmon have brought you to their village." 
"Why?" asked Dawk. 
Uuwants ' eets pointed to an old man who sat at the back of the house. "He has been 
lame for a long time, because of the careless was the salmon was put in your mother's box. 
When you took the fish out and straightened it, you straightened his leg. Now he wants to 
thank you. Now I am going to tell you something. Do not eat any of the food that is given to 
you here. It is food only for the dead. Tomorrow when you go out, you will see some 
children playing. Club one on the head and eat it. When you have finished your meal, bum 
all that is left." 
Dawk ate nothing in the salmon's house. Next morning he was very hungry. He went 
down to the beach. There he saw children playing on the sand. He could not bring himself to 
kill one and so he went away hungry. 
He became more and more hungry. At last he was so hungry that he grabbed a little 
boy and hit him on the head with a club. The boy fell to the ground, now a small silver 
salmon. Dawk grabbed the fish and went to the edge of the forest. He lit a fire and cooked the 
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salmon. As soon as he had finished, he gathered all the little bones and pieces and threw them 
on the fire. He heard a child screaming, it was the little boy he had hit with the club. 
"You forgot to burn one eye of the fish you ate," said Uuwants' eets. 
Dawk ran back to the fireside. He looked around for a while, until he found the eye 
under a dead leaf. He threw it into the fire. When he got back to the house, the little boy was 
playing happily on the floor. 
Dawk stayed among the salmon people for a long time. He never ate the food which 
he was offered to him in the chiefs house. Each day he killed one of the beautiful children. 
Each day, after he had eaten, he gathered all the tiniest bones and threw them into the fire. 
Now he knew why there were so many lame people in the salmon village, someone, 
somewhere, had not been careful to bum the last little bone. 
One morning the chief of the salmon said to his nephew, "Go and see if the 
cottonwoods are budding on the K'san." 
The chiefs nephew went. When he came back he told his uncle that the trees were 
still bare. The chief sent him out again. 
When he came back he said, "The cottonwoods are green beside the K'san." 
"Tomorrow we shall leave." Said the chief. 
Before the sun rose, there were ready. The chief gave Dawk a silver salmon cloak and 
a small white pebble. He got into one of the canoes and they set out into the ocean. When the 
canoes reached the mouth of the K' san, they stopped. The people put on their silver cloaks 
and dived into the sea as shiny fish. Dawk stood up too and put on his cloak. He dived into 
the water. Quickly he joined his friends, the salmon, as they raced towards the river. Soon 
they reached the bottom of the canyon. 
Back at Dawk's village, the chief was very sad. When he could not find his son, he 
called all the hylayts. Not one of them could tell him what happened to Dawk. At last the 
chief sent for Neswayetx, a halayt who lived by himself among the woods. 
He came into the chiefs house. In one hand he carried a rattle and in the other the 
white feather from an eagles tail. He danced near the fire. He sang three songs of power. 
When he had finished, he stood in front of the chief. 
"Your son is not dead." He said. 
The chief looked a little happier; the halayt went back to the fire. He began to sing 
and dance again. At the end of the third song of power, he came to the chief. 
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"Your son is with the salmon people," he said "The chiefs fish form is in your wife's 
box. Eat that fish at once or you will not see your son again." When the fish had been eaten, 
the halayt said, "Let everybody get ready for the salmon run." 
The young men mended the fishing platforms while the chief and the halayt prepared 
their gaffing poles. All was ready when the first fish reached the mouth of the canyon. The 
chief had soon speared many salmon, but the halayt waited. 
Suddenly the halayt thrust his gaff towards the fish. He pulled it up onto the platform. 
He had caught the biggest fish that he had ever seen. He knew that the chiefs son was in that 
salmon. He clubbed it but gently. He laid the salmon on a cedar mat. 
"Let four halayt come down from the valley." Called Neswayetx. 
Each halayt took a comer of the mat. They carried it up to the chiefs house. The 
halayt began to sing and dance around the salmon four times. When the singing was over, 
two wise women stepped forward. Each had a knife in her hand. They slit the salmon's 
stomach. Inside was a tiny baby. 
One of the women took the baby into her arms. Neswayetx sang loudly. The baby 
began to grow quickly. The baby became a boy. The boy became a young man-Dawk 
himself, just as he had been when he left the house. 
Dawk stood in the middle of the house telling his story. " ... And so we must 
remember." He said, when his story was finished, "that no fish must be kept as long as two 
years in our boxes. Salmon must be folded very carefully and when we have eaten, the last 
tiny bone must be burnt." 
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Story 3- The Owl 
As Told by Doris Weget to Crystal Tom on March 24, 2012 recorded and transcribed 
A long time ago in a Gitxsan village there was a long house. When you walked by the long 
house you could hear a child crying and crying. The mother was a very busy person. She was 
preparing food, cooking, cleaning, etc. The little child kept crying. 
There was an owl perched on a tree and it watched and listened. The owl swooped down 
towards the smoke hole and grabbed the little child with its claws. It flew away with the child 
towards the woods. 
A search party looked for the child and nothing. One evening a grandmother mouse, oo 'win 
ts'iits, came to the uncle. The mouse told him that he has to find a grouse that saw where the 
owl went. The uncle began to search for this special grouse. 
The grouse asked for a favour before he could give the information. The uncle had to find 
fresh berries for the grouse to eat. It was snowing and it was hard to find this kind of berries. 
The uncle went and looked where there were evergreens. He finally found this special berry. 
The uncle went back to the grouse and gave him the berries. 
The grouse made the exchange with the information. He told the uncle to walk on the main 
trail. When he comes to a fork in the trail, take the trail to the right. Follow the trail until it 
comes to a rotten cotton wood tree, it will be broken off at the end. This is where the big owl 
lives. 
Once the owl leaves to get food for the boy, wear these special leaves underneath your feet 
and use this cedar rope around the tree. Climb up the tree as fast as you can. 
The entire time the owl has had the boy it has been feeding him frogs, bugs, rabbits; 
everything that owls eat. The uncle was advised not to feed the boy human food for two 
weeks; if he does this the boy will bust open. Have the boy drink water. 
The uncle obeyed the orders from the grouse. When the boy was better the clan had a feast in 
celebration. Never again was the boy ignored. 
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How to use in the classroom: 
Moral - Story 1: This story emphasizes the importance of seasonal rounds as preparation for 
the coming months. Everyone was held accountable for a share of the responsibilities in order 
for the group to survive. Children were important because all the lessons and traditional 
teachings were passed onto them. Children were always included in the process because at 
such a young age their minds were pliable and easy to teach. Never waste your food and only 
cook enough for the people that are there with you. 
Moral - Story 2: This story teaches the importance of respecting the food that mother nature 
provides us. If that respect is gone then there will be consequences. Once the lesson is taught 
it must be remembered so the same mistake is not made again. 
Moral- Story 3: This story teaches to always listen to your children. We all have busy lives 
but we need to stop and listen to what our young ones have to say. They are and always will 
be an important part of our families and community. The 'owl' in the story is something bad; 
it might be another person, drugs or alcohol. So we must always listen to what our children 
have to say. 
Prescribed Learning Outcomes: 
• Grade 4 
Social Studies - Skills and Processes of Social Studies: distinguish characteristics of 
various Aboriginal cultures in BC and Canada 
Social Studies - Human and Physical Environment: describe Aboriginal peoples' 
relationship with the land and natural resources 
• Grade 4/5/6/7/ 
Social Studies - Skills and Processes of Social studies: create a presentation on a selected 
topic 
Activity: Students can compare stories to stories that they are familiar with. e.g. Fairy tales. 
Students can write their own version of the story. 
Activity: Ask your students to retell the story after practicing or produce a play or puppet 
show. Strongly suggest doing artwork with ideas that the children come up with. 
Assessment: Does the students play or reinactment adequately represent the story that was 
told? 
Assessment: Does the students artwork represent the story that was told? 
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Support with other First Nations stories like Quaslametko and Yetko: Two Grandmothers by 
S. Sterling (1995) and Kwulasulwut: Stories from the Coast Salish by Ellen White (1981 ). 
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Figure 9 Skeena River at the fishing hole ofGitludahl - Alvin Weget- Summer 
Photo taken by Crystal Tom July 2012 
Summer- (June, July, August) 
Summer is an important season because of the amount of food preparation that is 
accomplished during these few short months. As the days get longer it allows for more time 
for food preparation and sharing of stories and passing of knowledge. Summer time is also a 
time when the children are not in school and children can partake in traditional schooling; 
camping, berry picking, wood gathering, cedar bark collecting, net setting and mainting and 
fish preparation. When out gathering food children are discouraged from crying because the 
child's cry sounds like a new born animals cry, a mother bear might follow the sound of the 
crying child and charge at the adults that are close by. 
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Cedar Bark Collecting 
Prayer: 
Creator, bless this day, bless this world, the air, the rain that makes the trees strong and bless 
all the things that we make out of it. 
Grandfathers, Grandmothers, thank you for all the traditional learning. 
(Sprinkle the sage or tobacco by the tree) 
Sim mogit luu taa't tsim la~ hagi. Niin ant amgwiitxw sa tun. Toyasa'y niin ahl tsuuts 
dipagw't ganhl yatsaxw. 
Toyasa'y niin ahl gangan lit'wit ganhl ax baahat. 
Toyasa'y niin ahl gwineex ant si dax gyathl tkamu'um. 
Nit dim gan wilt 
Purpose of the offering- When taking or receiving a gift from the Creator, the cedar bark, 
the Gitxsan traditionally thank the tree for making the sacrifice, the bark, and we leave sage 
or tobacco to show respect for this sacrifice. 
Introduction: 
Cedar tree Cedar bark stripping 
Figures I 0.1, I 0.2, Photos taken by Crystal Tom July 2012 
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Significance to the Git!,san: 
The cedar tree has the name sim gan, sim means ' it' is well used in certain activities. In 
general the Gitxsan would use cedar for baskets for carrying berries, fish because the wood 
was very light and durable. For these reasons it was used for bent wood boxes for cooking 
and artist would use it for carving canoes, paddles, totem poles, long houses and fences. The 
Gitxsan would also build storage houses on stilts to keep animals away from their food. They 
would store dried fish, moose meat and berries here. The Gitxsan would also use cedar for 
fish weirs for catching fish in the river or streams. In the traditional art form of tumpline, a 
type of rope or belt, cedar was traditionally used as the loom frame and the material to make 
it with, now they use yam for the material but still use cedar for the frame of the loom 
because of how light it is. A mat was made out of weaved cedar into a large cone shape, this 
mat was used specifically for the collection of soap berries. The cedar branches were also 
used when camping as a mattress because the cedar bows were very soft. The branches 
currently can be used if your vehicle ever gets stuck in the mud or snow, put branches below 
your tires and this will give your tires enough traction to get unstuck. Culturally the Gitxsan 
would use cedar bark to make capes, hats, skirts, head dresses, shawls and head bands for 
their dances. From the house of Haiwaas part of our family's nax nok, re-enactment of a 
chiefs name, is to have a small basket (no'o)- about the size oftwo fists together- and to put 
water inside so the water falls from the basket and it will look like rain. This is the meaning 
of Haiwaas; sudden rain fall and thunder storm. When another chief comes to sit and talk 
with Haiwaas there were cedar mats on the table with the house emblem on it, 6 tiny frogs 
with I in the middle of the frogs, and these were given as gifts to the visitor. Another part of 
the House ofHaiwaas is the name 'Sim gi ganix' this person with this name would dress as a 
women with a cedar hat to distract the enemy. Cedar ropes were made for each chief in our 
feast hall and when the chief held a feast or attended a feast they would receive another layer 
of cedar on their rope, this would symbolise how much they were active in the feast hall. The 
names of the tree parts are as follows: 
Sim gan- cedar tree maas- outer bark annist - branches 
Wiis- roots laaxs- needles meek- acorns 
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Miinhl gan - tree trunk inner bark- 'maa 'wo'o 
How and When to collect-
Cedar bark is ready to pick when the flowers start to bloom, June/July, this is when the water 
starts to go into the roots and into the tree or bush and this would also mean the bark will be 
wet, the end of July would be latest because the bark starts to get sticky from the sap in the 
tree, as supported by Silvey(2000). When going out collecting cedar bark the best cedar trees 
to look at are young trees because they are straight, have little branches and the outer bark 
will be thin. When picking from the tree you must pick from the east side, away from the sun, 
because it is the side that gets less sun and will be less sappy. Working with cedar that is 
sappy is difficult because it sticks to your hands. You will need an axe, knife, rope, tobacco 
or sage and lunch. Using your axe start at the bottom of the tree cutting a strip around the tree 
about 16 inches wide. Using your knife lift the bark away from the tree and start to tug the 
bark away from the tree using an up and out motion to get as much bark as possible. The 
longer and straighter the tree the better quality the bark, no knots or twisted bark and longer 
the piece. When your piece gets long enough up the tree you can use your rope and tie it to 
the bottom of the bark and move outwards and tug the bark until it comes off. Once the bark 
is off the tree you will now need to remove the outer bark from the inner bark. The outer bark 
will be dry and the inner bark will be wet and flesh colored. Use your knife to divide the 
inner and outer bark and start to pull the two apart. Using your hands you will pull apart the 
two bark and your knuckles should be touching the outside as you pull the two apart. The 
outer bark will be left in the forest to let the outer bark go back to the earth. You can now roll 
the bark loosely so to not crack or break the bark, this will make it hard to work with later on. 
Now you must thank the tree for its sacrifice you can sprinkle sage or tobacco around the 
tree. Do not take more than two strips from the tree, depending on the tree, otherwise you 
will kill the tree, as supported by Keene (2010), Carson(2012). The bark will be brought 
home and hung to dry overnight and loosely rolled and stored for a year. Storing for a year 
will allow for the juices in the bark to dry out, this will result in better quality of weaving and 
for the toxins in the juice to be gone (no allergic reactions). 
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Cedar bark bundles with the outter bark removed 
Figure II , Photos taken by Crystal Tom July 2012 
Gitxsan translation to the above section on Cedar Bark Collecting 
Sim Gan:Ndahl wila Ia tahlisxw't ganhl hokxs't 
Tun dim ap liseew'm; Nit Ia magontxw sun. 
Sgi wila hogix't- Nda wil hokx "Sim" ahl algyax'm ii gya haga gitxw wil wat. Hoyahl 
Gitxsan no'o tahl maa'y't dit, liis dit sa gwalga hon ganhl 'mukxw dit.. Gwihl jabihl Gitxsan 
ii 't hoyax 't 
Dit Sim Gan wil gya aapxh'n ganhl seepxwt. Hok'as ahl galenk ahl sa'angwa, 'mal, wax, 
Pdsaan, wilp gan ganhl gal'a:x/n. Anyuus't: Nit wil an luu toos dix ahl gwalgwa smax ii ho 
kiiy't willuu doxhl gwaga maa'y gan naam dit das yatsaxw. Jabihl Gitxsan ahlohl t'adakhl 
hokxit ahl bilan ganhl ganwalx, simgan hoyas dit ahl ganjap ganhl ansuxw ahl hli maayst 
t'adakahl. Anok simgan wil apxant ii amhl het ahl hagyo'o dix. Hoyax dit hli maashl tsin 
bisbis dit iit jap dit hli maaysthl ganbaahla. Hoyahl Gitxsan hli laaxhl simgan dim wil nii 
laahl goohl spagayt gan wil sa'anjokxs dit. Arnhl hli laaxhl simgan nda willuujamx dit ahl 
tsim hlok wil sa'gal't. Rokas hli maasihl simgan hahooyasxw; gyat, nakx. Wilp Haiwas 
hoyas dit no'o dim dit gun gya'a nax nok't; luu gatdit amtsuusxw't ax tsim no'o ii hli walt. 
Nda wil taas Haiwaas ni sgihl hanni baahla gagiix't; nii wanhl ko'ol'thl magaleets ganhl kii'y 
wii ganuu. Kyulhl galwil'mxw Haiwaas, Xsimgitgyeenix; naxnok't dim ayuk't ahl nakx 
ganhl gyat, jap xwst ahl hli maasihl sim gan. Goon gya'a dihl simoogit ndahl gabihlliliget 
min magdit, gabihlla'altxw baahl goohl tsim lan't. 
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Tun wila sawemsxwhl maahli kii 'y lax gan gan. 
Sim gan- cedar tree maas- outer bark annist - branches 
Wiis - roots laaxs- needles meek- acorns 
Minthl gao - tree trunk inner bark- 'maa 'wo'o 
Nda ganhl jax gwi dim tahlxwis hli maasihl sim gan- Hajim yukhl dim si iit' adixhl hli 
meekhl majagalee. Hla atatixs ax ahl tsim yip. Nda wil geetxsin ama' maas simgan; dim 
geegii'n Wii'nakxw't ii baahl't. Nda wil needi guxhl hlox ii needi ' max sgan nithl ami't nda 
wil 'max sgan' t getxw wil't ayugwit. Dim tax dok'nhl gwe'ehl, hagyootxw, tuutxw, 
gwil'luxw, miyan ganhl hlu koffi. Si ' ta'ma niin goohl miinhl gan ii wayat min dawihl 
ganakxw ja hasagan. Ho 'yinhl tuutsxw ii 'm haldim bishl 'maas loot, Haldim da'akhl am 
gasgoot ii 'm lax'ji dam'gan Wagit ganakxwhl dimjabbin. Nda wil wiinakxw ii needi 
mitxwhl nanoona loot ii am' t. Nda hla am ganakxw't dim goodinhl gwil'uuxw di mi tsip't 
goohl tsiwint, dii mii tsinxyin ii'm sawihl wagt wil 'matxw't. Hlisxw ji 'matxw't ii'm sa 
sagsinshl hli daxihl maas ii'm didi'ihl dim hoyinahl si maayst. Dim tsuusxw'm tuutsxw hli 
tsee'wit iit tsuusxw'm iihlee'etxw hli dax't hoyinhl Hoyanhl anon'n di basaxanhl aloohl 
'maas dim gina doxhl hli daxhl 'maas goohl hli miinhl gan wim wat ganhl miiyan 
sagwanama'n. Sia'm dim hli laxlilbinhl 'maas gan nam di tsi gwas't ii am dim hokas't tsa 
alisxw. Hawim ji takxhl aloohl sagwinama'n ganhl toyas Am gilbil 
Dimjabbin ahl amkii't gan, gan neem di gwaltxw sim gan niist. Da'haw'n a'loohl maas 
dawin 
Ii'm lisxw't dim gwal'txw dim mi hatsimo 'tagin't. Kii'y kuuhl dim asi dox't dim gan 
hogyam gwaltxw't ii neemdi aatix hasiipxw loon. 
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How to use in the classroom -
Prescribed Learning Outcomes: 
• Grade 4 
Social Studies: identify characteristics of different environments 
Art: demonstrate an awareness that images have value in the community 
Activity: after viewing photos and videos, create an oral or written description or an image of 
a cedar forest. 
Assessment: does the students' description or image show an understanding of the richness 
and beauty of the forest? 
Prescribed Learning Outcomes: 
• Grade 1-7 
Art: make an image using design strategies 
• Grade 4 
Social Studies: describe technology used by Aboriginal people 
Activity: weaving with paper or prepared cedar strips 
Assessment: was the child able to follow a simple weaving pattern? Can the child describe 
how someone might learn to weave well enough to make cedar hats that keep out the rain? 
Websites: 
http://www. for. gov. be. ca/hfd/library/ documents/treebook/yellowcedar.htm 
Prayer: 
Creator, Thank you for all the animals on the land, the birds that fly. 
Thank you for the trees that keep us warm and the rivers that flow. 
Thank you for the food that strengthens our bodies. 
Amen 
Sim mogit luu taa't tsim la~ hagi. Niin ant amgwiitxw sa tun. Toyasa'y niin ahl tsuuts 
dipagw't ganhl yatsaxw. 
Toyasa'y niin ahl gangan lit'wit ganhl ax baahat. 
Toyasa'y niin ahl gwineex ant si dax gyathl tkamu 'um. 
Nit dim gan wilt 
Introduction: 
Spring Salmon 
Photo taken by Crystal Tom July 2012 
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Coho 
Figure 13 .1 Photos taken by Crystal Tom July 2012 
Sockeye Salmon 
Figure 13 .2 Photos taken by Crystal Tom July 2012 
Pink Salmon 
Firgure 13.3 Photos taken by Crystal Tom July 2012 
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Steelhead Salmon 
Figure 13.4 Photos taken by Crystal Tom August 2012 
Significance to the Gitxsan: 
The first fish ceremony is done in the spring when the first fish arrives in our rivers. 
Traditionally this would be an invitational event by a chief and their house group and they 
would host the event and feed the people. The ceremony is done to thank the creator for 
allowing us to have the fish in our rivers and allowing us to eat and replenish our bodies. The 
ceremony is also done to show respect to the fish and to share a meal with our community. 
Singing and dancing would be done as a celebration to truly welcome the fish for the year. 
A story about the origins of the First Fish Ceremony can be found in the story telling section. 
May 1 orh way back in time, our people would gather in Anspayaxw. The steamboat would 
dock at the mouth of the Kispiox River. All supplies that would be distributed out to the 
Gitxsan: all people would have picnic material as the waited. For approximately 26 years 
Kispiox Elementary School has hosted a Salmon bake and sports day. One elder suggested 
that it should be held on the 1oth of May or around that time every year. 
Each year everyone in the community of Kispiox would be invited to have burnt fully dried 
fish, barbeque half dry, etc. The fish bones would never be thrown in the garbage. To show 
respect for the salmon the bones will be thrown into the fire for their future return into our 
nvers. 
To welcome the guest to the salmon bake the students perform traditional dances. A 
traditional welcome is spoken by the Language/Culture teacher. A person is chosen to give a 
blessing on the food. A small plate is made with a small amount of food and then placed in 
the fire to feed our elders that have passed onto the spirit world. 
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Once everyone has eaten, the fish bones are taken and put into the fire. We thank the creator 
for the sacrifice the fish has made to nourish our body. 
Preparing for Salmon bake takes about one week; ordering the food, preparing the fish. 
Cooking for the lunch starts early in the morning with students helping and volunteers from 
the community. Everyone in the community is invited to the lunch and at the end any leftover 
food is given away to the guests as so 'oo. The afternoon is for cleanup and then sports 
activities for community and school members to enjoy. 
Historically the Gitxsan would use a fish weir, fish traps in the river or dip netting in the 
Gisegas canyon. This approach to fishing allowed for the people to gather only what they 
needed and allow for natural conservation to prevail. Families would camp near the river 
where their fishing holes were located and that is where they would preserve their fish for the 
winter. Everyone in the family would be responsible for helping in some form, as supported 
by People ofthe Ksan, (1980). The building and maintaining ofthe traps, weirs and dip nets 
were constant to ensure the safety of the equipment. The adults would build and maintain the 
equipment and the children would help pack the fish to the smokehouse. The children played 
an important role in the preserving of fish because it was a teaching time for them. Children 
would need to learn the traditional fishing holes, how to build and maintain the weirs, nets, 
traps and everything the smokehouse needed to keep up and running for the summer months. 
All this traditional information was vital to the survival of our people and children were the 
cornerstone. 
Fishing holes are owned by chiefs which come from the history of their house. The history 
exists through names, totem poles, blankets and land. A good reason to speak our language 
and understand the meaning of existing places and know where each area is at. 
Haiwaas has 3 fishing holes in Gisega'as for dip netting in the canyon. 
Preparing the net for river fishing starts in June, this depends if the river is high or low a high 
river means a later season. Two types of nets that are used on the river are coho, with smaller 
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holes, and sockeye, with wider holes. There are usually two or three anchors on the net to 
keep it from sweeping away because of the river current. The net itself is usually one fathom 
deep and thirty corks long. It is advised not to leave the net in the sun because it weakens the 
nets and breaks easier, store in a shed or covered area. A hanging bench with hanging twine 
are used to fix the net. It usually takes about one to two weeks to fix the net before it is ready 
to use on the river. During one fishing season you can usually go through three nets until you 
cannot mend them anymore and ripped beyond repair. 
Gitxsan net setting.wlmp 
When the fish start running you can check your net once in the morning and once in the 
evening. Checking the net also depends on if there are fish in the smoke house because the 
smoke house needs to be tended to so checking the net gets later and later in the day. On a 
good day approximately 100 fish can be caught on the net. When checking your net you will 
need fuel, skiff, motor, oars, baler, large bins, rain pants, gloves, gut bucket (usually dumped 
from the smoke house fish at every net checking), net, net line, cork line, mending bench, 
mending twine and twine needles. When the net does rip from a snag, a rock caught on the 
net or a big fish it is mended while checking the net and not taken out of the river (too time 
consuming). When first setting your net it is set closer to the shore where you can drive or 
walk because the river would be too high. A second net can be set out in August because the 
river has gone down and it is safer to set it across the river and more fish are coming in. 
Spring salmon usually come in first and then sockeye, coho, pink salmon and steelhead. Pink 
salmon are not the fish of choice but if caught can be used in fish soup. 
r 
Gitxsan- net checking. wimp Gitxsan - net resetting .wlmp 
Preparing the smoke house starts in the beginning of June before the first fish start to arrive 
in the river. The overall smoke house is to be checked over to see if there are any holes or if 
there needs to be any other damages to be fixed. All the material that is needed for the 
upcoming season is stored in the smoke house and will be taken out and cleaned for use. 
Steel wool is used to scrap off old residue to start with and then the wooden pole is 
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dampened with a wet rag and scraped with a knife. Hazelnut branches were used to hang fish 
strips and belly strips on but now old freezer and stove racks are used to dry fish strips on, 
the strips dry faster on these. Hazelnut branches are still used for the belly strips. The bigger 
the smoke house you have means there is more room to hang your fish and they will not ruin 
by overlapping and not drying properly. There needs to be a constant smoke going in the 
smoke house to keep the flies away and to dry the fish either way will ruin your fish. Alder 
wood is the wood of choice because it gives the fish a good flavour. The wood has to be fresh 
and wet because this gives off more smoke. The weather also decides when you can start on 
your fish in the smoke house. Hot weather is not the best time to do fish because the heat can 
ruin your fish as well as bring flies that can lay eggs on your fish and ruin it also. Cool 
cloudy days with some rain are the best times to do fish because it keeps the flies away. 
Gitxsan fish - smoke house, all types. wimp 
Translation in Git~san: 
Tun di wila didits Gi~san: 
Gitxsa n fish 
types. wiiJ1) Gitxsan - jarring sockeye.wlmp 
Hla yuukbl aatixhl hon ahl axs xsan goon gyaa'txwhl hlo 'omst loot. Wit nit ha'didils dim ahl 
Gi~san. Na'gwit hli kook'm nithl wihl Simoogyet Gi~san sahyat ixuu'ut, hla ga tsuut. Wit 
yuukxw't, goon gyaa'a dihl hloo'mist ahl hon. Hoo yam sagyat goodinhl hl siphl hon ii guus 
luu lakxw ahl tsim gali xsan. 
Miluxw kuba wit silxw goohl wit yukxw sa'amguutxw dit. Ii go'ohlluu taahl dit wineex tsim 
tsak dim gin dithl saksit gago'gam. Dim gan hogyam gol aplikiagwi. 
Li nithl wil'm goohl Wilp Suuwilaksahl Anspayax gyuu'n. Hla "Gibil wil kyap di ko'olt 
ganakbl wil dit. Mihl dit gwalgwa hon, tsal huxw, suusiit. Sagyat wihl his jokx do. Ii logan 
lakxwhl hli sipts goohl tsim lakxw. Neem di luu lakxw tsim an la'gya. 
Ndahl wild it goohl Anspayaxw nda wi witxw Steam bot'm la~ ax. Ii nada tookxw dit ahl 
"Hlo'o txwhl Hon". Ant diya sim algyax, nit ant tooyashl gyat uutwit. Jap xwhl tsak dim am 
gweetxw'thl gigeenuxw' t ganhl gwineex dim ant sitax gyat dinhl tkamu. Logan lakxwhl hli 
siphl hon tsim an lakxw. 
Hlis hlahleek'm ii galakhl tkiihl gan gal wil'mxw dit. 
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Ho yax dit muuhl, tin naagwit yukxwhl sin hon dit. Tsa jokt da, goohl wil wanhl an si aar dit 
wil nit willitxwhl wilp si bon. Wida iixw' t ant jabbihl 'tin, moohl ganhl hakxwhl dim gan 
siipxw dim jap dit. 
Haanak ganhl tkiihl ayuu]a ' t ahl hon. Needit ant saksint, koohl't lisxw't. 
Hla bakxwhllixgyat't nit wil am giikxws aa't goohl galdim woot. 11 nit hook sit gyuu'n. 
Hli gooyxl dim aat dix, gya'atxw wila jabbihl aat. Lisxw lax gyaaks ganhl sgan, ji bis't ii 
luupxw't. Dim gan hogyam muukxw't. Wil 'natahl ant goon gya'a dihl an aat ahl kapkapxwt 
hoogas maxsa wis, buutsim sgan, gan uuxwst tsii 't, 'mal. 
Xsgoogam bagwit, ya' a, miso 'o, sti 'mo 'on, ee&_ganiis, milit. 
Japbirnhl mo'on hon, dawa hon, huxw, ahl ya 'a. Miso'o hogyim ahl tsal, jlo,kx, huxw, 
miihlasxw hon. 
Wilp si hon- gwildimgood'm hoyaxst ahl hla dim hogyax ' t. 
Sisaksinhl hli withl, guutxwhlla,kxw dim yagyat do~' t. 
Lixstahl bon hla miintw't ahl hogyax amluxw. 
Hla yukxwhl mii ' in tsuxw neem di tsak't. Nda wil wis ganhl xwtsagamis ii sa gya am 't. 
How to use in the classroom-
Prescribed Learning Outcomes: 
• Grade 1 to 7 
Social Studies -Skills and processes of Social Studies: gather information from personal 
experiences, oral sources, and visual representations, present information using oral, 
written, or visual representations 
• Grade 4 
Social Studies- Human and Physical Environment: describe Aboriginal peoples' 
relationship with the land and natural resources. 
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Activity: Use the Movies "Gitxsan net setting", Gitxsan net checking", Gitxsan net 
resetting", "Gitxsan fish Smoke house", "Gitxsan fish types", and "Gitxsan jarring sockeye" 
throughout your unit to show your students the importance of each topic to the Gitxsan, these 
movies can be found on Y ouTube. Create a presentation based on the videos and other 
sources found within the library or online. Recommend to break apart the videos and ask 
students to pick one or two to focus on. 
Assessment: Does the presentation represent all the topics covered during the fishing season 
of the Gitxsan? Are there adequate visuals to show how each step is accomplished? 
Websites for descriptions of each salmon used above: 
http: //www .ats-sea.agr. gc.ca/sea-mer/4 798 -eng.htm 
http://www. pac.dfo-mpo. gc. ca/fm -gp/ species-especes/ salmon-saumon/facts-infos/sockeye-
rouge-eng.htm 
Salmon lesson plans for Primary and Intermediate classes 
http:/ /www.earthlingenterprises.ca/Salmon _ Education.html 
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Figure 14 Cotton wood tree in the Fall Photo taken by Crystal Tom September 2012 
Fall- (September - October) 
Fall is the last two months to collect and store food before the long winter months set in. 
Hunting various animals is a must to survive over the winter, moose are preferred because of 
the amount of meat and preference of taste. The late arrival of huckelberries in the mountains 
are an added treat to the beginning of the season. Spirtually this is when mulgwas is ready to 
be picked but only by the people that are lucky enough to see them, elders say that unlucky 
people will not be able to find mulgwas and lucky people will find mulgwas easily. Trappers 
start to prepare for their up coming season. 
Moose 
Prayer: 
Creator, Thank you for all the animals on the land, the birds that fly. 
Thank you for the trees that keep us warm and the rivers that flow. 
Thank you for the food that strengthens our bodies. 
Amen 
Sim mogit luu taa ' t tsim la~ hagi . Niin ant amgwiitxw sa tun. Toyasa'y niin ahl tsuuts 
dipagw 't ganhl yatsaxw. 
Toyasa'y niin ahl gangan lit'wit ganhl ax baahat. 
Toyasa' y niin ahl gwineex ant si dax gyathl tkamu'um. 
Nit dim gan wilt 
Significance to the Gitxsan : 
Gitxsan hunting tracking moose. wimp Gitxsan moose gutting. wimp Gitxsan moose meat preparation.wlmp 
The moose are an important part of the Gitxsan way of life. Because they are so important 
the animal is treated with a tremendous amount of respect. Before a person can go hunting 
there is a strong belief that they must cleanse themselves spiritually. This can be done by 
dipping in a creek, smudging with cedar or mulgwas and sleeping separately from their 
significant other. The gun that will be used to hunt also needs to be cleansed by mulgwas. 
This is used two fold; cleansing the gun and making sure that the barrel does not have 
anything in it. This same belief of cleansing the gun with mulgwas branches off to another 
belief that when a women is on her menstrual cycle she is not allowed to eat moose meat 
because she is too strong during this time and will give bad luck to the hunter that shot the 
moose. The women on her menstrual cycle might also have something done to her body if 
she eats fresh moose meat; some people believe that they have gone sterile (unable to have 
children) because of eating moose meat during their first year of menstruating. 
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After cleansing and preparing yourself for hunting the night before supplies are also 
prepared. Supplies are gun, warm breathable clothing, proper walking boots (we prefer 
Mucks), pack boards, meat saw or axe, knife, tarp, lunch/snacks/water, bright orange toques, 
personal backpack with lighter, garbage bags, knifes, string, tissue, file/sharpener and 
marking ribbon. 
The best time of day to hunt is in the morning and a few hours before sunset because the 
moose are moving around more and bedding down or resting. 
When looking for signs of moose you look for young alder trees that are missing the bark and 
leaves, the bark of cotton wood, tops of hazelnut trees, the tips of willow trees. In the fall 
look for young pine trees that have been scraped on by the moose antlers to remove the 
velvet. Fresh moose dung and tracks are also a sign that moose are near. The best places to 
look for moose are near swamps or natural salt licks. 
When starting to hunt for moose you have to know which way the wind is blowing; you 
should keep downwind of where you will be looking for moose. This is where the lighter can 
be used to test which way the wind is blowing. Moose have a strong sense of smell and are 
also very skittish; if they smell you they will run. 
There are also three different moose calls that you can do; bull moose, cow and calf. In the 
fall it is best to do a cow call because of mating season - a bull will answer and come to the 
sound or if a female has a calf she will not run away. If you do a bull moose call when a cow 
is near with a calf she will run immediately because the bull moose will kill her calf. 
In the fall when the air starts to get cold and the first snowfall has happened it is a good time 
to hunt as well. The air is so cold that the moose get cold sores in their nose making it hard 
for them to smell. At first light is best to go to a swampy area or a small clearing and do 
moose calls to call a moose to you. 
If you have to leave your kill overnight there is a certain protocol to follow to keep other 
animals like bears and wolves away. If you have a shirt hang it by your kill with mulgwas in 
a pocket or hang the mulgwas around the kill . Tie a long hazelnut tree to the kill with 
marking ribbon at the tip and if it is set off another animal has been there or might still be 
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there. Putting up marking ribbon to your kill is also recommended and doubling your ribbon 
when you are getting closer to your kill just in case there is an animal nearby. It is highly 
recommended that you pack the moose out the same day because of wolves or grizzly bears 
in the area. If a grizzly bear finds you kill they will cover the kill with dirt and will be 
extremely territorial. 
Translation in Git~san : 
Nit hadidil tsim muus, kookx dim sa yee silinaxw gyat. Hogyam luu yuxw dim ayookhl gan 
ni ye ' etxw'm. Dim wil nithl goohl wil ba~ ax, mi ' indinhlluup nit. Di mi yo wilt ahl kaba luu 
hoyit ahl silinasxw di . 
Li hoodi sgihl geenix hana.k dim gan neemdi hanwiltxw't. Neem dit guubihl sma~ yuuk tsa 
ha'walxw't. 
Gwil dim goothl gyat hla yuu_kja sa yeet dim silinasxw't. Dim tax yukxw dim hahoyasxw, 
buuts (ahl Mucks dim an win) gyat, galdim wa' lix, tuutsxw, gam'in, akxs 'malwin, 
anlee'tyasxw. 
Anuu hiiluxw dim mil sa'yin, wil nit wil wihl unlo 'ohl muus. 
Nda mil gigitx 'n ahl muus dim wihl si wihl si wihl gyant'nhl wil tookx dit lax gang an, yans 
ganhl am' mal. 
Dim si ii gyat ndahl hla bahasxw dim boyan ma'tsis ganhlliki lighter. Neem dit wilaxhl 
muus nda la aatix'n. 
Lix silt gyat la luutuxwhl muus wakx, da'yo, dibe. 
Nit wil hi la_khl, maasxw nit wil ap sim gya am't. Gan-nda wil sa.k nit wil sga loolaxhl tsa.khl 
muus. Needi 'ta'akxwhl dim hanee_kx dit niin. 
Nda wil geena skihl smax, dim ni 'to~'n ligi gwittaat sin loot ganhl malgwasxw. Di mi 
hoyaxhl na' ta'al go'wil sgihlx tsa'gasin. 
Gan neem dit dashllik'I'nsxw ganhl gibuu. 
How to use in the classroom: 
Use the Movies "Gitxsan hunting/tracking", "Gitxsan moose gutting", and "Gitxsan moose 
meat preparation" to show how each is done within the Git~san culture, these can be found 
on YouTube. 
Prescribed Learning Outcomes: 
• Grade 4 
Social Studies - Human and Physical Environment: describe Aboriginal peoples ' 
relationship with the land and natural resources 
• Grade 1 to 7 
Social Studies - Skills and Processes of Social Studies: gather a body of information 
from a variety of primary and secondary sources and create a presentation on a selected 
topic. 
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Acitivity: Study the moose videos on tracking and gutting a moose and create a presentation 
on either video. 
Assessment: Does the presentation depict the importance of the moose to the Gitxsan? Are 
the proper steps on gutting a moose represented? Are the visuals? 
Websites: 
http://tip.cfans.umn.edu/prod/groups/cfans/@pub/@cfans/@agedtip/documents/article/cfans_ 
article_ 25 5132. pdf. (Intermediate students) 
http:/ /animals.nationalgeographic.corn/animals/mammals/moose/( facts on moose -
intermediate) 
http://www.mooseworld.com/ (excellent page dedicated to moose) 
Trapping 
Prayer: 
Creator, Thank you for all the animals on the land, the birds that fly. 
Thank you for the trees that keep us warm and the rivers that flow. 
Thank you for the food that strengthens our bodies. 
Amen 
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Sim mogit luu taa't tsim la~ hagi. Niin ant amgwiitxw sa tun. Toyasa'y niin ahl tsuuts 
dipagw't ganhl yatsaxw. 
Toyasa'y niin ahl gangan lit'wit ganhl ax baahat. 
Toyasa'y niin ahl gwineex ant si dax gyathl tkamu'um. 
Nit dim gan wilt 
Introduction: 
Descriptions of animals caught during trapping season 
Beaver- ~ http: //www.canadiangeographic.ca/kids/animal-facts/beaver.asp 
Otter- ~ http: //www.canadiangeographic.ca/kids/animal-facts/sea _otter. asp 
Muskrat-~ http://www.kaweahoaks.com/htmllmuskrat.htrnl 
Rabbit- ~ http://fohn.net/rabbit-pictures-facts/ 
Marten- ~ http://wildthingsultd.org/tracking-identification-guide/marten/ 
Fisher- ~ http:/ /www.canadiangeographic.ca/kids/animal-facts/fisher.asp 
Wolverine- ~ http://www.canadiangeographic.ca/kids/animal-facts/wolverine.asp 
Weasel- ~ http://www.buzzle.com/articles/weasel-facts.html 
Lynx - ~ http://www.canadiangeographic.ca/kids/animal-facts/canada _lynx.asp 
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Tracks 
https :/I docs.google. com/viewer?a=v &q=cache: n U pQnbbOOjMJ: fi les.dnr. state.mn. us/ educati 
on _safety/education/project_ wildlanimal-
tracks.pdf+different+animal+tracks&hl=en&gl=ca&pid=bl&srcid=ADGEEShCxa2bwvuo6V 
HQFclN8y2Mg40BnyOKOW6ZqzD8LK9KUg74a250lircRuabF4rEzvSq5Ld4ROlOt7cGCI7 
9Zvaa4bTebDPbKF9LdG326w9TDq4RBAR 7UKwEGOCdohp Y _ OZCzVIU&sig=AHIEtbS 
TUonNR-5tU883d5opA YBAu6hO-A 
More tracks- http://www.bear-tracker.com 
Significance to the Gitxsan: 
Before trapping in the traditional lands of the Gitxsan people there is a protocol that must be 
followed . If you are to start trapping you must ask permission of the owner of the traditional 
trap line. Within the Gitxsan territories the area is divided amongst the people, the higher the 
Gitxsan name the more trap lines you have. Written of verbal permission of the person that 
holds the trap line must be given before entering on their land. 
Trapping for smaller animals, like martin, mink, weasel, fisher and beaver, starts on 
November 20. Bigger animals; lynx, wolverine, wolf, fox and coyote, start on December 20. 
Before you leave to go check your traps you must make sure that all your supplies are 
prepared. Once you are out on the land there are no chances to go back home and get your 
supplies. This would be a waste of time and money that was used on fuel. Your supplies 
would include: a spare trap (in case the trap that is set is frozen closed), rope or a trap setter 
(in case the trap gets set on yourself), and lure, hammer, axe, fencing nails and leather gloves. 
There are two basic types of traps used, metal traps and snares. Metal traps are square in 
shape and come in different sizes, 120 for martin, mink, fisher and weasel and 280 for 
wolverine, fox, coyote and 1inx. When setting a 120 trap you must have a certain box size 
that fits and the same for 280. 
120 traps can be set on a small tree for smaller animals and the 280 traps can be set on the 
ground for bigger animals. With each size trap there must be a box that matches the size of 
the trap. 
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Figure 15 .1, 15 .2 120 Trap with running pole for Martin Photos used with permission from Norman Weget Jr. 
The box is open at both ends but one side has chicken wire at one end to allow smaller 
animals to go in and out of the trap without setting it off. The animals scent is left on the trap 
as well making it more alluring to bigger animals. When checking your trap it takes about 10 
minutes for a 120 trap to take the animal off, reset the trap and add more lure or bait. 
Figure 16. 1, 16.2 Trap on the ground for bigger animals Photos used with permission from Norman Weget Jr. 
Snares are like a wire cable and they have camlocks on them so once the snare is set off it 
does not loosen. A snare takes longer to set because you have to wear leather gloves so no 
scent gets on the snare. The bigger the loop set the bigger the animal you will catch. When 
setting a snare there must be only one trail going into the area so the animal you are trying to 
catch follows that one trail. 
Any other scent will also scare the animals away from the area. It takes approximately 30 
minutes to set a snare because of all the precautions. Old moose meat or hide can be used as 
bait or beaver meat is usually ideal because of how oily and fatty it is. Traps and snares are 
usually checked every 2-3 days. Ideal spots for traps or snares are near creeks or swamps 
which are water and food sources for animals. Set near a tree in a bushy wooded area where 
animals feel more comfortable. 
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Figure 17 Snare trap Photo used with permission from Norman Weget Jr. 
To set the trap find two dry trees that are close to each other, young trees will have sap and 
may get on the fur and down grade the fur. The box will go on one side and the trap will be 
anchored on the other with a fencing nail. There is a certain way to set the trap within the box 
so the trap catches the animal and does not damage the fur (refer to the video and pictures). 
Once the trap is set in the box find a small twig and dip it in the martin lure and drop it in the 
box. Break a small branch/tree and line it up to your trap/box for a running pole for the 
animal to get easier access to your trap. Place cedar bows on top of the trap to make it look 
more like an animal home (martin are scavengers and look for easy meals) and to hide the 
trap. 
Once the animal is taken off the trap it gets placed in a paper or an old rice bag. Once you get 
home spray an insect killer in the bag and let it sit overnight, this is to kill all the ticks or 
fleas on the fur. To prepare the fur you first clean the animal out. Tum the fur inside out to 
clean off any excess fat or meat. Turn right side in and place the fur on a stretcher and let it 
dry this way. 
To clean the trap or snare wire you can boil them in water and baking soda to clean the scent, 
animal bits and rust off. The trap is then put into a rice bag with cedar, spruce or pine 
branches. Traps can be held and set with your bare hands but a snare has to be scent free. 
Leather gloves must be used when setting or cleaning a snare because if human scent gets on 
there the animal will not go near it. 
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The ideal time to trap animals is during the winter months because the fur is fluffy, darker 
and thicker. In the summer or the warmer months the fur is thinner and light with regards to 
weight. 
Before going out to set or check traps it is recommended to cleanse or sleep separately from 
your significant other. This will ensure that nothing bad happens when checking your traps 
and that your fur is good quality. This is one ofthe traditions and beliefs of the Gitxsan men 
to ensure safety and good fortune when in the forest. Asking for protection and guidance 
when hunting and trapping is of great importance. When hunting or trapping a special root 
called mulgwas is carried to scare off bad omens or certain animals that you do not want near 
you and for safety reasons. 
Translation in Git~san: 
Skiihl ayookhl Git~san dim wil'dit hli gook dim hooyax dit lax yip hli kyul dit. 
Am kyul simoogyat willuu sgihl da~ gyat ant amagyaa diihllax yip. 
Gida~hl na dim ant hoyahl alax yip, dim mi 'tamxwhl sa'winsxw loot. Sitaatxwhl Haapxwhl 
kuba yatsaxw hla 20 Lasa Gwineekxw. 
La sa yin dim hapxw'n dim yagyat gwildim goot niin. Wil hagetxw gas gil dawhl sa. 'Tax 
yuuk't dinhl kiinhl hapxw, gwi'luuxw, dakhl hagyuutxw, 'tapxw'hansxw, tsiit. Gilbil wila 
gitgyadihl gan hapxw kiiyhl hapxw ii kiiyhl hoogas't. Txalpx amuuwas't lixsi gyathl kap dit. 
Kyap di kyap wil gilbil wil kyap. 120 ahl ha't, 
Gilbil di kyap gando'olt wil kyap ahl nageets, kala' wa'a, os'm spagyat gan, ganh wee~. 
Ndeem mil het'nhl kyap di kya'p jayeehl sgihl xbeest dim hoyan, ho wihl, gilbil di kyap 
gando 'olt wil kyap. 
Gan kakhl xbeest, dim gan laxji gol kuba yatsaxw. Ii sa wida yatsaxw dim hapxw't. 
Hla hedinhl jayehl dim 'taa goohl spagyt apdihl gwalgwa gan. Dim gan needi daswihl sgan 
hli tkaahl yatsaxw A loohl hli sma~hl tsi milix amt wil needi dax hl hix't. 
Yeexwhlja'yeehl mahli gilbil ganhlligi gwl'al sa. 
Am goohl ta~, go'ohl wil mitxw la~ ganhl sgan ts'ak. 
How to use in the classroom: 
Prescribed Learning Outcomes: 
• Grade 4 
Social Studies - Economy and Technology: describe technologies used by Aboriginal 
people in BC and Canada 
Social Studies - Human and Physical Environment: describe Aboriginal peoples' 
relationship with the land and natural resources 
Activity: Study each animal that is trapped and have a knowledge holder come into the 
classroom to show what they know about trapping and furs. 
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Assessment: Does the child explain the importance of trapping to Gitxsan people? Are the 
able to create an image that shows the variety of animals that are trapped? Is the child able to 
show/tell how to set a trap or snare and the precautions that are needed? 
Websites: 
http:/ /www.pc.gc.ca/ 
-?lessons on the fur trade in British Columbia 
Trees/Plants 
Mulgwas - Indian Hellebore 
Prayer: 
Creator, Thank you for all the animals on the land, the birds that fly . 
Thank you for the trees that keep us warm and the rivers that flow. 
Thank you for the food that strengthens our bodies. 
Amen 
Sim mogit luu taa ' t tsim la~ hagi . Niin ant amgwiitxw sa tun. Toyasa'y niin ahl tsuuts 
dipagw't ganhl yatsaxw. 
Toyasa'y niin ahl gangan lit'wit ganhl ax baahat. 
Toyasa'y niin ahl gwineex ant si dax gyathl tkamu'um. 
Nit dim gan wilt 
Introduction : 
Indian hellebore 
Git_!san name: sgants'iks (leaves & plant), malgwasxw (root) 
CAUTION: This species is one of the most violently poisonous plants in British Columbia; 
plants of this genus are powdered to form the garden insecticide "hellebore". 
Please refer to website in 'How to use in the classroom' 
Significance to the Gitxsan: 
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Mulgwas is a very spiritual root that is used for a variety of purposes. Mulgwas can be found 
in the mountains and the plant itself is very big. It is said that only lucky people will be able 
to find the mulgwas plant in the forest. The roots can only be picked in the summer time or 
early fall. When picking one of the rules is to dig up the root with a wooden stick and not 
with metal, this will give you better luck. The leaves are put into bath water to make your 
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skin smooth and soft. The roots are dug out of the ground, dried and then cut up into smaller 
pieces, the roots will be white. Hunter's bum mulgwas and use the smoke to purify their gun 
and themselves, this is used to ward off any bad spirits and protect themselves when hunting. 
A piece of mulgwas can be carried while hunting to give you added protection and luck. 
Hunters would also put a piece of mulgwas on their kill if having to leave it overnight to 
ward off any animals that may want to scavenge their kill. 
Spiritually mulgwas is very sacred and cannot be touched by a young woman who is in their 
first year of menstruating. The same idea also follow the beliefs of women not being able to 
eat fresh wild meat during their menstruation. Women are known to have strong supernatural 
powers when on their time and adding the mulgwas will hurt the women, for example the 
women will have problems having children or may become sterile. Gitxsan people follow 
these laws to protect our women not to insult because the women are the backbone of our 
society and need to be protected. 
Translation in Gi~san: 
An hadidils Gi~san tun: 
Hla yukxw dim silinasxw dix, mulgwasxw hoyas dit tun miin dit kabaluu ganhllip niidit. 
Naahl si yan't getxwhl wil gweehl malgwas- hoogas malgwas dim mii'n dinhl kabaluu. 
Baswhl yajasxu ii nit nii sgit Ia~ smax. Goohl anuu Ia~ sga nist wil watxw dipun. Ji niidi sak:x 
sa'n ii niidi di'akxwhl dim ya'a sun. yukxw dim 'tahlxw di, dim boyan gan hawi 'mji ho'yahl 
hagyoots gan ligi gan' ooxst. 
Neem dit hoyahl si ha'wahl wit wil ky goohl dawihl hli siyan't. Li neem dit hoyaxhl hanak 
hla si hawahl dit wil nit wil aatix tkiihl, nit wil sgiihl da~yat. Gan wihl amagya'a dihl 
wil'natahl ha'aanak. 
How to use in the classroom: 
Prescribed Learning Outcomes: 
• Kindergarten 
Science - Life Science: compare local plants 
• Kindergarten Grade 2 
Science - Processes and Skills of Science: use the five senses to make observations 
share with others information obtained by observing 
• Grade 1 
Science - Earth and Space Science: describe activities of Aboriginal peoples in BC in 
each seasonal cycle 
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describe changes that occur in daily and seasonal cycles and their effects on living 
things 
• Grade 4 
Science - Life Science: analyse simple food chains 
compare the structures and behaviors of local animals and plants in different 
habitats and communities 
demonstrate awareness of the Aboriginal concept of respect for the environment 
determine how personal choices and actions have environmental consequences 
• Grade 5 
Science- Earth and Space Science: analyze how the Aboriginal concept of 
interconnectedness of the environment is reflected in responsibility for and caretaking of 
resources 
Activity: Mulgwas can used to teach about spirituality within the Gitxsan Nation. It can be 
also used to compare and contrast the European uses and the Gitxsan uses scientifically. 
Explain to your students the hazards of different plants that we have in our forests and the 
cautions that we have to take when exploring in the wilderness. 
Assessment: Does the student explain the importance of this plant spiritually? Does the 
student understand that this plant is dangerous and must not be used or touched without the 
supervision of an adult? 
Website: 
http ://bcheritage. ca/hazel tons/hellbore.htm 
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Figure 18 Kispiox Valley in the Winter Photo taken by Crystal Tom January 2012 
Winter- (November, December, January, February) 
Winter is a time to relax and baske in the adundance that you have collected over the many 
spring and summer months. The collection of food and preserves is not to be hoarded over 
the winter months but to share and distribute during the feasts that are held. Many people 
from far and wide are invited to partake in feasts held by chiefs and their families. Giving 
away food and preserves is a way to show your wealth among the Gitxsan people. Traditional 
stories and beliefs are taught to children during these months to pass the time. 
Ceremonies 
Description of a feast 
Prayer: 
Creator, Thank you for all the animals on the land, the birds that fly. 
Thank you for the trees that keep us warm and the rivers that flow. 
Thank you for the food that strengthens our bodies. 
Amen 
Sim mogit luu taa't tsim Ia~ hagi. Niin ant amgwiitxw sa tun. Toyasa'y niin ahl tsuuts 
dipagw ' t ganhl yatsaxw. 
Toyasa'y niin ahl gangan lit 'wit ganhl ax baahat. 
Toyasa'y niin ahl gwineex ant si dax gyathl tkamu'um. 
Nit dim gan wilt 
Significance to the Gitxsan: 
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A feast is the equivalent to the Canadian Government system, it is a place where everything 
that has happened over the year is brought to get recognized and settled for everyone in the 
community to witness. Within the feast hall it is time to pay off debts and strengthen ties; if 
someone has shown you kindness or big or small it can be repaid. The feast hall is where it is 
shown how strong family ties are to the land, to their stories and the knowledge they have of 
both, as supported by Daly (2005) and Boudreau (1972). 
There are death feasts; when a person passes away, smoke feasts; where it is decided which 
people will be doing specific tasks during a burial and these people will be called the 
'workers', cleansing feast; where a clan member can host a feast to apologize for actions that 
they have done to put shame on them or their clan, fence/headstone; one year after a clan 
member has passed away their headstone and fence around their grave is put up, Naxgak; two 
clans are bonded again after an argument or disagreement, totem pole raising; a culminating 
event where the chiefs in a clan raise a pole to signify that they have strong ties to the land 
and their traditional histories and they want to show that it will be there in the past, present 
and future. 
Translation in Git~san: 
Sim gya luu seepxw genix tuna hl Git~san wil hogyaxhlla yeehl Government. 
Nit wil na da hli moodihl pdeek ganhl wil'na tahl ant min makhlliliget. 
Tun wilt goos hoodithl na ant hli moot dit wil yukxw haaxw wil dit. 
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Lix si gyuthl an liliget jabihl Gi~san. Di yee m gyat. Wanhl anuu Liliget dim hli saksinsxw. 
Dim goos elxhl naahlluu bagyet wilt't. Kaalaxan'm ganhllo 'on liligyet. Kii'y kuuhl ii japhl 
ant goohl wa, dim luu hlis'nt kaa'lax'n ganhllo'op daxgyathl agaakhl sim'ooget tun. Wil ni 
wan ahl xpstaan. Dim goon, gyaa' txw ahl ga'atxw ahl tkihl aatixt gagoog'm. 
How to use in the classroom: 
Basic Teachings on a Feast. Below is a description of how to host a feast within your school. 
The best option is for you, as a teacher, is to involve Gi~san people as much as you can to 
ensure the proper protocol is being followed and taught. It is a big event but it can be taught 
to students and the importance still be intact. At an elementary level the basics are taught 
(like the information below) and once you enter highschool more details can be added to 
build on previous knowledge. 
Children are taught about their mother's history within her clan and also about their father's 
clan and their lineage. 
Matrilineal- Wil'na tahl 
Nox- Mother N oonax- sisters Hliigkxw- sister to sister 
Bii'y- mother's brother Gimxdi- Brother to sister W akx- brother to brother 
Tsiits- Grandmother 
Paternal- Wil'si laks 
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Nigwoot- Father Nixdaa- Aunties Gwitxw'oo- cousins 
Kahlan- Uncles 
When each child is born the child is born into the mother's clan. The father gives support by 
buying the baby' s crib and anything the child (ren) need as they grow. The father clan is 
there to support. For example the daughter must have her ears pierced by the father's sister. 
This will be recognized within the feast hall by payments and gifts. For a boy, when he 
catches his first fish , moose or deer the food gets distributed amongst the elders of the 
father' s clan. The mother' s brother must give his most prized possession to the father clan in 
the feast hall to recognize the first hunt and kill. 
When the child is ready to receive a ' baby name' or first seating name within the feast hall, 
the father clan are the ones to bless this name and receive a small token or gift in return. 
This is why it is so important that the parents do not come from the same clan because it 
takes away the strength and support the children will receive as they are growing. 
Once your school has decided to host a feast select a person that will be the main person that 
will run the feast. Either a staff member or a student can be used. 
Showing the father clan's role in the feast is a must. The father of this person and his clan is 
where the workers will be selected. This also depends on what type of feast will be held. 
There is always: 
-T' imist - secretary 
- Wanimist - seaters 
- T'aphl hayatxw- Money counter 
Uu' wasxw't- A person calling guests into the feast 
If there is a personal job that is done within the clan. It is up to the person to pay 
either money or gifts or both to the worker. 
A family meeting is usually conducted by the main host. Discussed: 
Protocol 
What is being brought 
Who is working and what do they have for gifts 
Who made soup, bread, etc. 
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Host Chief has two-four people within their clan, hosting party, welcome guests into the feast 
hall and call out their seating names telling other guests who have arrived to witness what 
will be happening into the feast hall and to seat guests at their proper table in the proper rank 
according to the given seating name. 
Guests are expected to bring their own containers to bring homemade soup, bread, fruit and 
other materials given out at the feast. 
Wait for the main host to be there and conduct the Traditional Welcome. 
Simgigyat, Sigidim hanak Kuba ky wilsilxw. Toya sim nisim wil baksim wil dip guu' 
gwe'eyim uu'usim. 
Sgihl sim git an'hahla'ast dimjabbim. Dim goos ~hoogan ga hahlamst'm ahl 
galaxhan ganhllo'op (anleetxw) 
-Ask the father clan to bless the food. 
Y e' ek.- Serving - Tell the workers to serve the chiefs first and then serve to the right and left 
of that chief. Whatever you do, do not reach across the table. Always go around and take 
your time. 
Starting - 1.) Serve soup, bread, fried bread or biscuits, 
2.) Berries 
3.) Loaves ofbread 
4.) Apples, oranges, bananas 
As you are handing out the food make boxes for workers, Wineex, as part of the payment, to 
begin acknowledging the workers. 
Once all the food is all handed out to the guests who are there to witness the transaction. 
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The host clan must now put money in the pot or tsek. The immediate family goes first and 
they put the most money in because they are hosting and the line goes by rank within the 
clan. The chief, wing chief and people with seating names go first. People that are closely 
related to the host chief, that are not within the host clan- wilkshiwitxw and when the 
children contribute it is called 'hair-cut', go next and then the rest of the host clan contribute 
money. The spouses of the host clan go next in antim ha'nak and contribute money. Antim 
ha'nak is a humorous part of the feast hall, spouses can dress up and tease their spouse with 
the money they are going to contribute. The money counter or taaphl ha'yatsxw is called 
when all the money is contributed and then counted and then announced to the people in the 
feast hall. 
The host clan must now decide how much to pay their workers. This amount is taken from 
the pot. It is taken into consideration how much work and effort the workers have done. 
People that have supported the workers are considered also in payment. Once this is done, 
rent of the hall is paid from the pot. All payments are put into envelopes to be delivered 
where the workers are seated within the feast hall and packages are made up of dry goods to 
also be part of payment. 
While the payment of workers is being discussed, ladies give out different small items to all 
the guests, such as handmade gifts, flowers, knitted items, etc. If it is a memorial feast, a feast 
held one year after a family member has passed on, all small gifts are handed out and flowers 
are given to the family. Small gifts are given to the guests that have contributed to the feast in 
anyway. Some ladies would be giving ~keelmst to people that have helped them, from a 
different clan. 
Also during this time seating names can be given or passed on. There are different levels 
when receiving a name; baby- warn ts'uusxw, child- warn tk'ihlxw, young women during 
puberty- warn giniitxw, adult man- warn gyet, adult women- warn hanak'. These names come 
from the clan that each person belongs to. A house elder explains who is getting the name 
and their lineage. A gift is given to the father clan who has witnessed the name change and 
the elder explains where the person receiving the name will now sit in their clan. 
Once everything (workers, rent, old debts from favours done during the year) is paid all the 
gift are distributed to the guests in the feast hall. All expenses are given to the secretary or 
t'imist. All expenses are totalled together; food+ merchandise+ cash= total. The secretary 
records all the information in a book during the entire event, before the feast, during and 
after. The recorder then checks the numbers to make sure it is all correct and reads it out to 
the feast hall for everyone to witness. 
Once everything is complete the host chief speaks to thank the guests that have come. 
Whoever wishes to speak from host clan now has a chance. 
The father clan and other house groups that have come to witness now can respond. 
At the end, the father clan closes in prayer. Usually the same person who has opened with a 
prayer at the beginning closes with a prayer. 
Prescribed Learning Outcomes: 
• Grade 4 
Social Studies - Skills and Processes of Social Studies: distinguish characteristics of 
various Aboriginal cultures in BC and Canada 
• Grade 5/6/7 
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Social Studies- Skills and Processes of Social Studies: apply critical thinking skills-
including comparing, classifying, inferring, imagining, verifying, using analogies, 
identifying relationships, summarizing, and drawing conclusions - to a range of problems 
and issues 
use various types of graphs, tables, timelines, and maps to obtain or communicate 
information 
compile a body of information from a range of sources 
deliver a formal presentation on a selected issue or inquiry using two or more 
forms of representation 
Activity: Hosting a Feast within your school or classroom. 
Assessment: Did the students understand that everything done within a feast is done with 
respect? Did the students understand that each person within the feast is important from the 
youngest child to the oldest elder? Were the proper protocols followed by all people, staff 
and students? 
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Ceremonies 
Traditional Beliefs-
Prayer: 
Creator, Thank you for all the animals on the land, the birds that fly. 
Thank you for the trees that keep us warm and the rivers that flow. 
Thank you for the food that strengthens our bodies. 
Amen 
Sim mogit luu taa ' t tsim la~ hagi. Niin ant amgwiitxw sa tun. Toyasa 'y niin ahl tsuuts 
dipagw 't ganhl yatsaxw. 
Toyasa'y niin ahl gangan lit'wit ganhl ax baahat. 
Toyasa'y niin ahl gwineex ant si dax gyathl tkamu'um. 
Nit dim gan wilt 
Significance to the Gitxsan: 
There are many traditional myths within Gitxsan families . Below is a list of myths from our 
family ranging in types from reincarnation to born with traits. 
• When there is a deep groove on the back of the neck your child will be eager to do 
things. If the back of the neck is flat your child will be clumsy. 
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• If your daughter has long fingers she will be good at doing and making things like art, 
weaving, knitting or playing instruments. 
• On the top of the head there is usually one ' swirly' in the hair. If your child is born 
with two 'swirlies' they had a twin while in utero and was lost. Your child will have 
an extra sense when doing things because the other 'twin' will still be with them and 
helping them from the spirit world. 
• Birthmarks are a sign that you were reincarnated from a past on elder. It is said to 
never deny a child of what they ask for because they might become upset and leave to 
go back to the spirit world. 
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• When there are a lot of hazelnuts in the fall there will be a lot of snow and if there is a 
lot of snow then there will be a lot of berries and fish. 
• Once the black and orange butterflies show in our area the spring salmon will begin to 
run up the river. Towards the Kispiox Valley there is a mountain that separates the 
old villages ofKuldo'o and Gisegas. On this mountain there is a groove shaped like a 
long hook that collects snow, once the hook part of the groove is gone the first run of 
fish has also gone up the river. 
• The position of the constellation The Big Dipper is usually upright. When it begins to 
tip to the side it will begin to get windy and either rain or snow depending on the 
season. 
• The robin reminds us that spring is coming, but they are special birds for another 
reason. About two weeks after their arrival, they sing a special song: "Gii gyooks 
milit, gii gyooks milit, milit," which means "the steelhead are swimming, the 
steelhead are swimming, the steelhead." Then we know that the steelhead should be 
. . 
m our nvers. 
Translation in Git~san: 
Simetxw nuu'm wil goos bakxwhl didaw' t loom 
• Luu dip nakxwhl tsim duuplix tkiihl ii wihl ayawilt, ii jo luu hanix ii wihl ha~ham 
hak't. 
• Ji hi neeluxw tsiwil'n hluwhim hanak'n ii wilax dim wilhl ayuul't. 
• Gilbil wil ni wanhl andaltxw ii gwoodins nox'n li gilhl, hlu wit li kya nax nokxw 
tkiihl. 
• Goon gya'a dihl hli kook gam wil bakxw dit hla wanhl wil skeegxw dit lax h'l smax 
dit. 
• Tsi dis wihl guubs lax sgan tsak tis dim iwhl masxw hla maadim. 
• Nda wil bakxw hl belt dit maasqwo'o nit dim belt hon dim adix't. 
• Nda willa hetxwh dipper ii nit dim wihl lax ha jo sa. Wihl yukxw dim gal dip gats ax 
wis ganhlligi maadam jo sa. 
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• Amgoos'nhl gwts gangwaltxw wil hla yukxw dim aatix gwooy'm. Limx needit 
"Kyoo miilit," ii wilax wil kyo milit tsim ax. 
How to use in the classroom: 
Prescribed Learning Outcomes: 
• Grade 4 
Social Studies - Identity, Society and Culture: identify cultural similarities and 
differences 
Social Studies - Skills and Processes of Social Studies: distinguish characteristics of 
various Aboriginal cultures in BC and Canada 
• Grade 4/5/6/7 
Social Studies - Skills and Processes of Social Studies: apply critical thinking skills -
including comparing, classifying, inferring, imagining, verifying, using analogies, 
identifying relationships, summarizing, and drawing conclusions - to a range of problems 
and issues 
use various types of graphs, tables, timelines, and maps to obtain or communicate 
information 
compile a body of information from a range of sources 
deliver a formal presentation on a selected issue or inquiry using two or more 
forms of representation 
Activity: Compare beliefs to other Nations around the world and see if there are similarities 
between the beliefs. Ask students iftheir parents have beliefs of their own from their culture. 
This can lead into superstitions that people have and urban legends. 
Assessment: Were the students able to compare and contrast information from a variety of 
other cultures? Were the students able to draw from their own experience or culture and 
compare? 
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Chapter 5 
Reflections 
Throughout my Project I have gathered traditional information from Gitxsan 
knowledge holders which supports the questions of: How and Why to gather information 
about a Gitxsan Seasonal Curriculum, can this information be taught within classrooms? And 
be supported by the Prescribed Learning outcomes being taught by teachers throughout 
British Columbia. The traditional information is present within knowledge holders of every 
First Nations community. Information so valuiable needs to be gathered in a culturally 
sensitive manner. Gathering traditional information this way will allow for the information 
set a strong foundation for a First Nations curriculum. My humble viewpoint as a First 
Nations Female Educator allows me to blend the western and First Nations beliefs together in 
order to make the The Best of Both World's: A Gitxsan Seasonal Curriculum resource that 
any Educator in British Columbia can use. This resource can then become a key to the 
survival of traditions, culture and language for our First Nations people. 
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Appendix A- Definition of Terms 
This definition of terms is provided to help readers share the author's understanding 
of terms specific to Aboriginal education and especially of terms specific to Gitxsan culture. 
The terms are not referenced but have been developed through my participation as a member 
of the Gitxsan community. 
AboriginaVFirst Nations/Indian people: 
These three terms can and will be used interchangeably though out the project. Indian was 
the first term to describe First Nations people by Europeans who "discovered" Canada. 
Aboriginal and First Nations have been the term adopted by the First Nations people of 
Canada as being more politically correct and preferred name. 
Elders: 
A respected and honored person within a community that has traditional and cultural 
knowledge that they want to share and pass onto the next generation to help sustain and 
ensure traditions, culture and language is preserved for generations to come. Elders are the 
encyclopedias of our Nation with regards to knowledge. This is my understanding of the 
meaning of the term Elder, based on my Gitxsan upbringing. 
First Nations: 
First Nations refers to the people that have occupied the land we know of as Canada today. 
This includes Inuit and Metis people as well as status and non-status First Nations people. 
Gitxsan Clan: 
Gitxsan people are a matrilineal society and the children that are born are to follow their 
mother's side of the family. The Gitxsan are separated into four main clans: Frog, Wolf, 
Fireweed and Killer Whale . Each clan helps one another at all times and this is what keeps 
our Nation strong. 
Gitxsan Community: 
Closely knit group of people that share values and beliefs based on Gitxsan traidtions, culture 
and language. 
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Gitxsan Family House: 
Within each clan there are different houses and each family belongs to a specific house. 
There is one main chief that oversees the house and advocates for the family. The members 
of a house are close and consider themselves a family. There is no intermarriage within a 
family house clan. 
Matrilineal : 
Within Aboriginal culture the children that are born to a set of parents follow the mother's 
family lineage. The children are born into the mother's clan and will continue to contribute to 
the strength of that clan for the remainder of their lives. Contributions include traditional 
wealth: holding knowledge, contributing food and other goods during a feast, and having 
more children. Women are important to each clan because they are the leaders and they also 
sing the songs and carry the histories of each family. The women also contribute the greatest 
resource, the children. 
Mother Earth: 
The environment in which we live and receive our food clothing and life from. We must 
respect all living things that are on mother earth because they all help sustain our lifestyle as 
First Nations people through food, shelter and culture and traditions. 
Traditional Seasonal Rounds: 
Specific food preparation and surivival techniques shared and taught from one generation to 
another to ensure the survival of the Gitxsan culture, traditions and language. 
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Appendix B: 
General Interview Questions 
This interview will be unstructured and may be combined with the informal teaching 
conversation, but the following questions may be used in the evolving process 
1) Can you share your cultural background with me and describe what it means to you to 
be recognized by your community as a cultural knowledge holder? 
2) What does it take to prepare an individual/hunter/fisherman mentally, physically, 
emotionally, and spiritually before hunting or fishing? 
3) Who inspired you to become the hunter/fisherman that you are today? 
4) How long have you been a hunter or cultural knowledge holder? Is this a role that has 
been held by others in your family? 
5) What were some of the teachings and lessons around the instructions of hunting or 
fishing? Were there certain protocols that you had to follow? 
6) Who taught you about culture and traditions? Are they different for different 
families? 
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7) What is your role within house clan? Are there different levels of hierarchy that need 
to be followed? 
8) In your mind, is there a strong connection between the land and your cultural 
teachings and identity? 
9) When you think about the stories and traditions that you are sharing with educators, 
what do you think is important for them to know about you/your culture or the 
history? 
1 0) Are there cultural teachings that are important to pass onto your children or 
grandchildren? If so, what do you want them to know? 
11) Is there a place for future researchers to learn the process and sacredness of 
Aboriginal teachings and its significance? 
12) As a cultural knowledge holder/Elder, what legacy would you want to leave behind 
for those upcoming generations? 
Appendix C: Example of an Informal Teaching Conversation 
Collecting Traditional Medicine 
Context-! was out in the forest on an old logging road, following my Elders in the snow to 
find three specific trees to collect for traditional medicine. 
As I watched my Elder stop by a tree (hemlock) 
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Elder: described the outside of the tree, the bark and the branches and needles and the size of 
the tree - not too young otherwise there is not enough inner bark 
Me: Is this is the same tree that is used when gathering herring eggs along the coast? 
Elder: yes 
I watched as she cleaned some of the bark off the tree with leather gloves, spot away from the 
sun. 
Elder: Once you clean some of the bark off you now want to start to getting the outer bark 
off. 
I watched as she used a knife to peel away the outer bark to get to the fleshy inside and then 
she stopped when she had about a three by five foot area on the tree cleared of outer bark. 
This part to me looked like the peeling of a carrot. 
Elder: Now you start to peel the inner bark off, make sure not to peel too much off, it's like 
peeling a potato. You do not want to take away too much of the inner bark because you might 
damage the tree by stripping the inner tree. 
Watching- by time she is finished there is a pile by the tree that equals to about three 
handfuls of inner bark and it is red on the inner part and light brown on the outer part. 
Me: Is there anything else that can be done with this particular tree? 
Elder: There are these little bubbles of sap under the bark during this time of year and you 
try not to cut them off the bark without popping the bubbles. My Mom told me to cut them 
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close to the bubbles and then swallow the bubble like a pill. This will cure you ofTB if you 
continue to do this for about a week, taking these capsules of hemlock sap. 
I watched and the sap capsule was about an inch and a half long and half an inch wide once 
trimmed. She took the capsule and it looked like she didn't like it. 
Elder: There is an after taste but it helps your body. 
The Elder then asked if I wanted to try peeling some inner bark and I did. She observed me 
and corrected when I peeled too much. 
Note: This teaching conversation while looking in the forest is how an elder would 
traditionally teach a young one how to collect bark for medicine. There really was no space 
for a voice recorder or to stop and take notes. A research journal or field note book would be 
ideal for recording an accurate account of the activity and the teaching as soon after the 
occurred as possible and a camera would help identify plants, tools, etc. 
